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PEOPLE'S CONGRESS

to Them.

America Today.

Washington, D. C, July 31. The
national capital has been invaded by
more than 10,000 negroes from all
sections of the country, principally
from the soutn, wbo have come iere
to attend tne second quadrennial Ne
gro Young People g christian and
Educational congress, which opened
at Convention nail today. This con
gress is the largest and most lmpor
tant gathering of educated negroes
ever held In this country since the
emancipation of the slaves and a great
deal of importance Is attached to It
throughout the country.
At the opening session of the congress Dr. S. J. Corrothers delivered
the Introductory address. ' The Rev
Dr. A. W. D. Norman welcomed the
delegates on behalf of the churches
Recorder of Deeds John C. Dancy on
behalf of the negro citizens; Commissioner Henry L. West for the District cf Columbia, and Secretary
Charles J. Bonaparte for the general
government. Bishop W. J. Gaines, of
the A. M. J. church, will also deliver
en address.
"A Generation in the Making of a
Peace and Its Results" will be me
general theme for discussion at the
convention and according to the program more than two hundred speakers, Including some of the most iprom-lnen- t
men of both races will take part
In the discussion. Among them will
be Booker T. Washington, Bishop G.
W. Clinton, the Rev. iv C. Cleaves.
Bishop Li. W. Arnett, Bishop Alexander Walters and William T. Vernon,
the new register of the treasury.
It has been arranged that the general sessions will be held every morning and evening at Convention hall,
while every afternoon four sectional
conferences will be "held in as many
different sections of the city. Prevention of crime among the colored race,
religious instruction of the youth,
questions of morality, how to encourage
and promote reciprocal
relations; the relations of the negro
race to the races among which it lives
etc., will be some of the special topics
that will be considered by the congress. A highly interesting program
lias been prepared for the various general sessions and special conferences.
They include musical numbers at each
session, together with chorus Blnging
and solos by prominent colored singers. Effort will be made to have Atl
lanta selected as the place of the next
congress four years hence. The move
ment in iavor of an
annex to the Jamestown exposition
will be strongly supported by the congress.

The pope today received the American pilgrimages conducted by Right Rev. Henry Gabriels,
bishop of Ogdenburg, N. Y., end John
J. uMcGrane of Brooklyn, N. Y. Bishop
Ga oriels read an Address, in which he
said Catnoltcism was making rapid
strides In the United States, due to
the complete freedom which the
church enjoyed and the good will of
the American authorities. He quoted
President Roosevelt as sending the
pope his profound regards, declaring
it his policy to treat rfotestants and
Catnollcs alike, and sayink that he
expects that there will be Catholic as
The
well as Protestant presidents.
pope thanked the bishop most warmly,
expressing his great love far the
United States and his very high es
teem for resident Roosevelt.
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Boston Wool Market.
Boston, Mass., July 31. The wool
market is firm. The volume of busi
ness bas increased and the promise
is for steady trade in the future
Fleece wools are in a 'healthful posi
tion.

BRYAN

APPEARS

TO BE

PUTTING ON AIRS
Chicago, 111., July 31. Judge Owen
P. Thompson of Jacksonville, 111., to
day made public a letter from William

J. Bryan,

declaring that National
Roger Sullivan, of
Committeeman
Illinois, who refused to resign at the
request of Bryan, "holds office by
fraud, and that It is Impossible for
honest democrats to associate with
Mr. Sullivan as national committee
man."

or railway"tarred

TO FOOL

interested leaders

PUBLIC

Is Bad Things People Say of Him
Can't Change His Love
of Country.

Secretary Bonepart Will Deliver Which He Said Catholicism
Rapidly Increasing In
:
anMnterestlng Address
(

TRYING

Rome, July 31.

New York, July 31.

-

.

STATE TROOPS

FOR MT, GRETNA

CAMP.

Martinsburg. W. v a., July 31. The
national guard troops of this state
camp
arrived at the concentration
here today and will remain here un-tiAugust 4. .when they will be trans
ported to Mt. Gretna, Pa., where the
eastern regulars and militia are being
massed for wholesale maneuvers
The troops will remain at Mt. Gretna
until August 12.
STEEL BEING LAID FOR
TRANSCOTINENTAL LINE
Chicago, July 31. The Chicago, Milwaukee 4c St. Paul railway today be
gan laying steel for Its new Pacific
coast extension. The line proceeds
from Flora, on the Missouri river,
twelve miles above Evarts. Grading
to Glenarm
Is already completed
South Dakota.
MAY PRECIPITATE

UNION

ENCAMPMENT.

NOT ABLE

BATTLESHIPS

ALL SIGNS TAKEN
DOWN.

WAR

BE-

So completely has the railroad commission driven the Southern Pacific
out of Texas that as such the line has
ceased entirely to exist within the
state's borders, says the El Paso
News. Not only are Its trains now
operated over separately lne:irixrated
lines, but the Southern Pacific does
not even have an accredited agent or
representative to be found In tills
part of the state. The system has
gone even further than this, and all
s'gns of the company have been removed. Even ticket offices where the
Sunset line transudation Is sold
have no Southern Pacific signs, and a
careful search of the railroad quarters
here has disclosed but one Southern
Pacific sign. This sign Is a little old
tin one still on tbe door of the old
Southern Pacific station on Main
street. On the south side of the
building under the storway leading to
thej offices on the seovud floor is a
sisn, probably a foot oy a foot, and a
iiaif in sue, saying: "Train Agents
and Commissary, S. P."
Beyond this and the "Southern Pacific" on rolling stock going through
the city, the big Harriman line Is unknown as such here.
,
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MISS PEARL SHALE

WHO MARRIED

S

qarence, Mo.. July 31. A baby girl'
born a month ago and a broken heart
are mementoes of the career of "Lord
Boresford Hope," Coloradi's
bogus
nobleman, who has been Identified as
Dr. Arnold Klngsley. His victim was
Miss Pearl Shale, a leautiful Central
college graduate, 22 years old, and a
member of one of the most resepcted
families in this section of the state.
She will share, at her mother's death,
in a fortune of JlOO.Ono.
Miss Shale met the logus Beresf:rd
at:
iorado bprlngs, while with a
coaching party last August. Beresford.
posing as a famous whip, liandled the
reins. Clorado mountain trails proveu
intricate for the adventurer, and
at a particularly perilous turn the
coach and its occupants fell over an
embankment Into a creek.
ui. n.uiKiejr. as ne wks -.tren Known.
us pinioneu vnwr
wrecked
coach and was in imminent danger of
drowning when Miss Shale wded out
io nis assistance and held his head
above the water until aid arrived.
Klngsley pretended to be fatally In- Jured, and Miss Shale, who had taken
a lancy to nim, was a constant visitor
to the sick room. On one of these
visits he appeared to be dying, and In

BOGUS

NOBLEMAN.

a moment of "confidence" said to the
young woman that he was a rich
?oblt'man aml abkei her to marry
mm mai sne mignt inherit his for-

tune.

Miss Shale is said to have consented,' and the marriage was performed
August f, 19u5, Klngsley, according to

Denver reports, being still confined to
his bed. He recovered, quickly, after
the marriage,- however, and it was not
long before the y:ung bride learned
that she had been deceived.
liie denouement came when Kings- -

.

i..hi

lev mimittPH in
in
by the liveryman, that he was unable
to pay the damages caused by the

coaehltfg accident. Then he dlsap-toreared, deserting his bride,
"Beresford" was not heard from
again until this summer, when he
was discovered practicing confident
games on the Mormons In Utah. HI
chief asset w
a letter from
i
"British-AmericaSecurities. Limited,
London," certifying that his creait
was
to the amount of $500,000.
With the discovery that the letter was
worthless an.l that the monumental
enterprises projected by him were
based on air, "Beresford disappeared
again. It was reported that he had
transferred his residence to Boston.
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Special to The Evening Citizen.
Thoenlx, July 31. A telegram published in a city paper some days ago
comes from Yuma, saying that "the
democratic central committee will tolerate no Joint statehood, proclivities
among its members."
This Is based on a letter from E. E.
Elllnwood, chief factotum for railroads
in Arizona for many years, now residing at Blsbee. His dictum that no
man favoring Joint statehood can
serve on the democratic central committee for Arizona may be carried out
in that
party, but such a
policy will ring the death knell of the
democracy in Arizona.
There are' many democrats In this
territory who believe that Joint statehood is so magnificent in its result
for Arizona that little party politics
should not be considered in comparison with it. Hence, the Elllnwood
fiat will be treated with the absolute
contempt which it deserves. There
are many democrats in Arizona, and
your correspondent is one of them,
who think that ithey are JUBt as able
to conclude what is best for this territory as Mr. Elllnwood and his gang,
and besides their eyes are not closed
and their reason is not doped by corporation pap.
Let the policy outlined by Elllnwood
be attempted and the democratic party
in Arizona will meet the most ignominious defeat known in its history.
Democracy and the purchased views
of certain copper colored or railroad
tarred pophijay officials are by no
means one and the same thing.- boss-curs-
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ASIA SEA

COSSACKS JOIN THE
MUTINOUS 8AILORS
Copenhagen, July 31. An outbreak
has occured among the sailors at Helslngfors, during which two officers
were killed. The mutineers,
fully
armed, afterwards proceeded to the
building of the Laborers' association.
and were Joined by Cossacks on tha
way.
ALSO WAS
SUCCESSFUL IN MUTINY
London. Julv II. A dinnatrh ti m
news agency from Helslngfors, Finland, says that a portion of the garrison at 'Sveaborsr. Finland, mutinied
last night, and a long, sanguinary
struggle, took place between the mu
tineers and loyal troops in which the
former are said to have been victori
ous. The mutineers, it is added, are
now in possession of the fortress.
Many were killed or wounded durlne
.
the fighting. '
GARRISON

.

SIX HUNDRED MEN ARE
KILLED OR WOUNDED
A later dispatch from Helslngfors

says that fierce fighting continues at
sveaborg:. - Up to midday over six
hundred men have been killed or
wounded. Warships are now bom
FOLLY OF DEMOCRATIC
barding the fortress. The inhabitants
GROUNDLESS ASSURANCES of Helslngfors are In a panic.
Special to The Evening Citizen.
St. Johns, Ariz., July 30. The ef- ARTILLERYMEN JOINED BUT
INFANTRY WERE LOYAL.
forts of the democrats to make the
Stockholm. JulV 31. A rtlanntcTi ro.
people believe that if thev ahull cnm celved here from
Helslngfors ays the
Into power not only this fall but also aruiierymeu
joined the Sveaborg ma- years
now,
two
giving them the nueers nut tne inrantry remained
irom
house in congress and the president
loyal. The artillery trained guns on
thev do not claim the nnnntn cvon the loyal troops, five hundred of whom.
then they will pass a bill admitting were killed or wounded.
Arizona as a single state, is catching
It is reported that a large
a few VOterS. as Will 1H fWbor irnM the fortress is in the hands part of
of tne
nrlck proposal; but the majority of mutineers,
An outbreak sIsq occurtne people can not bo fooled." It is red this mornlnar at Rkafiiriin Tha
well remembered that when the dem- offieors there were all made prisoners
ocrats had the president and both and the soldiers elected a leader. One
houses of congress they did not admit officer was killed. A Russian torpedo
to statehood either Arizona or New destroyer is bombarding the barracks
ana ine mutineers.
Mexico.
It Is reported that the
This talk of single admission is poppycock of the rottenest kind. The out at miunlght in the fortress at
people of the country east of the Mis- sveauorg, Finland. The officers' famisissippi, regardless of party, are op- lies and the wounded have been sent
posed to the growth of representation to Helslngfors.
in congress from the west, and no national party either wants or will ad- STOLYPIN THINKS HE
CAN FORM MINISTRY.
mit four senators and four congressSt. Petersburg .Tlllv SI
loan.
men from as small a population as ciated Press was informedThofrom
a
that of Arizona and New Mexico com- nigtn source, late this afternoon, that
bined.
Premier Stolyuln considers tha renn.
The trouble In Arizona la ihof 1ha ganlzation of the cabinet to lw An o
corporations, from which
s
complished fact.
Negotiations are
or tne working people receive their terminated, and the premier enterwages, are opposed to any kind of tains no rioilht rvf tha ncnnloaf anoA t9
statehood, for Eood reason unit their the emperor with conditions to which
employes do not dare to express their he agreed. Tbe official announcement
views. When It comes o voting, the of the reorganization of the ministry
may De made tonignt or tomorrow.
case will be different.

Washington, D. C, July 31. Great ' Norfolk, Va., July 31. It begins to
interest is manltested In naval circles look as if nothing would be done by
in the British battleship Dreadnaugbt, the navy department toward sending
which is fast Hearing completion and the torpedo boats stationed here at
will evidently make a record in ship- present to the Aslatlc'statlcn. It was
building. The
guns have been originally planned that these boats,
mounted and the armor plate protec- some six In number, should leave here
tion to the barbettes has been put In early In April, and everything was in
place. It is expected that tue entire readiness for the long voyage; that Is,
armament will be in place within a everything but the personnel for the
few days and that the vessel will be lioats. It has been found next to Imready for 'her steam trials in Septem- possible to obtain the officers and men
ber.
If this program is carried out for the protracted tour cf duty, which
the battleship will be undergoing her ils necessary lu order to train them
trials In less than one year since the ' for the long voyage, much of which
first keel plates were laid. The au- must be under tow. Now comes the
thorities at Portsmouth have carried suggestion from the Asiatic station
out the orders of the admiralty and that it might be Just as well to keep
have absolutely refused to permit any the torpedo boats at nome, since they
one, naval officers or civilians, to go really net urgently required in far
on board the ship without special per- i Eastern waters, where their presence
mit.
with the fleet would somewhat retard
The remarkable result obtained by the cruising program, and where they
e
the British government is the building would nave to lie in ordinary at
of this battleship, the largest afloat.
much as they now remain at this
In such a short space of time speaks port. It is possible, therefore, la view
well for government construction. The of these difficulties, that the torpedo TWO DORMITORIES
recent race between the United States lioats will stay In home waters, al-- i
AT THE UNIVERSITY
battleships Louisiana md Connecticut, though It Is a part of the strategic
in which the contract vessel was fin- program that there shall be at the
ished before the government yard pro- .Asiatic station, in readiness for need TO ACCOMMODATE TWENTY-FIVduct, is still a matter of discussion, of them, a flotilla of torpedo boats.
PUPILS EACH, IN COURSE OF
and It is the opinion that a further
CONSTRUCTION
EXPECTtest under such conditions would be RAISED FINE "EARLY
ED TO BE FNISHED BY
entirely favorable to the government
AUGUST 20.
builders over commtrcial yards.
OHIO" POTATOES
Workmen are busily engaged on the
grounds of the University of New
MADRID COMING
That Irish potatoes can ,e raised Mexico erecting two dormitories for
in tils imt
Hate vicinity, dtc;ite the the accommodation of the Increased
BACK TO LIFE time
honored statement that owing to number of students expected when
potatoes the fall semester opens. Each dormMile moisture in the earth
W. H. Hahn, of the Cerrillos coal could not be raised here, h:s been itory, one for the loySvand one for
yards, was a passenger f r Madrid practically demonstrated by August the gltis, will be two stories high,
this morning. Mr. Hahn heads a com- Kraemer, living at tbe corner of and the carpenters state that they
pany that has recently tiken a lease Eleventh street and New York ave- will at least nave the second stories
on the coal properties
at Madrid, nue, who today had exhibited at thts of each building ready for occupancy
which were closed '!
first ;f the office several home grow n Irish pota- by August 20. when the fall term beyear on account of fire.
toes that were tbe size of a big man's gins. Each building will accommodate
"We are now engaged In making list and as solid as abrkk,
twenty-fivpupils.
two openings in the hard coal deposan experiment,
Mr. isiaemer, as
Prof. Angel's house, opposite the
its," said Mr. Hattn, "and we expect planted some Irish potatoes of the Science building, in the Terrace adto be able to put Cerrillos bard c al early Ohio" variety, and the vines dition, is fast nearing completion, and
on the market again within thirty ' nave since kept his entire family sup-- J will be a very pretty home when findays. The soft coal will receive our lie, with potatoes and in addition to ished.
attention next. In fact, we intend to that he has quite a large amount left
Prof. Welnzlrl. In charge of the
l en up the entire
Madrid camp, in- over. Ho stated that they grew with Chemistry department at the Univer
cluding the store, wnich was closed but little attention and that they are sity,
and city chemist. Is expected to
when the miners left in January.
which arrive In
of a fine grade is evident,
city next week, from the
sre coming now, and the town would seem to successfully refute the Universitytheof Wisconsin, where he
is beginning to sbuw some life again." ' theory t hat Irish potatoes cannot be has been the past summer completing
in Albuquerque and vicinity. his studies In tho medical department
mi' wn
NORFOLK HORSE SHOW
Ttie potatoes were exhibited1 at this there.
AND FAIR ASSOCIATION.
office l.v U'to Dieckmann.
MRS. LYDIA BRADLEY CELE
Norfolk, Va., Juiy 31 The annual
CELEBRATE THE
BRATES NINETIETH BIRTHDAY.
state fair anu summer meet of the BAPTISTS
HUNDREDTH
ANNIVERSARY.
Peoria, 111., July 31. The ninetieth
Norfolk Horse Show and Kair asso
31.
July
.
The Baptist birthday of Mrs. Lydia Bradley and
BhuMill. Me
ciation opens here today and win
continue for t ur days. Besides an In- cnurcli here Is celebrating the one the tenth anniversary of the founding
of
its founding of Bradley Polytechnic institute are
teresting agricultural exhibition there hundrtdi.. anniversary
are the usual state fair features of today. An elalorate program has celebrated here today. Mrs. Bradley
and is s'ill in remarkably good health and
interest uiid amusements provided for. been prepared for the
is expected and Baptist niiiiisteis from all parts of the It is generally believed that she will
A large attendance
live to be one hundred years, ine in
visitors are arriving uere from all state are here to take part in the
stitute was founded by her.
parts of the state.
ten-inc-

Helslngfors, July 81. At latest re
ports the fortress at Sveaborg is completely in the hands of mutineers. Tho
cause of the mutiny is said to have
been the death of a soldier In the bat.
tallon of sappers and miners. His
companions claimed that death was
due to ill treatment. They rose and
were Joined by the artillerymen. Together they outnumbered the loyal infantry,

three-fourth-

TO

KEEP

APART

'

Newport, R. I., July 31 When the
Atlantic squadron was making for this
SUNSHINE HAS FADED
port last night in the fog, the battleship Alabama, under command of CapFROM TEXAS SKIES tain Samuel B. Comly, crashed into
the battleship Illinois, commanded by
TO AVOID LITIGATION.
SOUTH- Captain Goodfrlend Blocklinger. It is
ERN PACIFIC HAS ABANDsaid that neither ship was Injured beONED NAME IN TEXAS.
low the water line.

WHITE AND BLACK.
Jsly 31. Negroes are
anticipating an attack
whites to lynch Sam
McDonald, who killed H mer Morris
at a picnic near 1'lltn on Saturday. A
Will Grant Eight Hours.
bloody clash is probable if whites atiioiae-Ida., July 31. The mining
tempt to mob McDonald.
companies announced yesterday that
mill men. as well as "inside men in
mines, will be granted the eight hour
Money Market.
New York, July 31. Money on call day August 1, and hours of the outeay. S'Sf -- 4 per cent; prime mer- ride mm will be reduced from ten to
nine.
cantile paper, 64i'5a; silver, 05.
TWEEN
"Mound City,
gathering here
on the jail by

f

two-third-

THE RECE RIVER
VALLE
EXPOSITION.
Grand Forts. N. D.. July 31. Today
Is the opening day of the Rece Ulver
Valley exposition, the greatest state
fair ever beld in thts state. Hundreds
of visitors from all parts of the state
are here to attend me fair which will
last four days. The agricultural,
stock and jmultry exhibits are very
creditable and there are many Interesting special features not ordinarily
found at state fairs. The racing program is also unusually promising.
V

VIRGINIA

$

n

rs

Blue Mountain, Miss., July 31. One
of the most important features of the
Baptist Young People's Union
which opened here today,
will be a Bible conference, which will
be conducted under the direction of
the Rev. Joshua Gravett of Denver
and a number o distinguished Bible
suiuents from various soutihern states
The attendance Is unusually large.

SPREADING

People Begin to peak Through What It May Be Able to Do Seems
the Medium of the
to Be a Matter of
(Citizen.
Much Doubt.
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Today's World

says:
John D. Rockefeller never was In
better humor than when h left Tarry-towfor Cleveland last evening, after
having been given one longest inter
view he is known to have ever ut
tered.
"Sometimes things that are said of
me are cruel a.nd they hurt, but I am
never a pessimist," he said. "I be
lieve in men and the brothertiood of
man, and I am confident everything
will come out for good for all in the
You are Just young men, but
end.
you can take my word. I am older
than you, and have seen the world;
you can always believe In real men.
"As for Europe, It's nice; but I love
my own country best. Yes, all hard
things that one's countrymen- say of
me can never be cruel enough to offset love of home and country.
"Now, remember, young man, I bear
to any man. I am con
n?
fident there is more good than bad in
the world and I am full of toy of dlv
Ing. I believe In men. Do that and
POLITICAL LIFE
the world Is bound to seem a good
world to you. Be as persistent in all
things as you bave been in getting to
31.
Oyster
Bay,
Senator me, and you will always win.
July
Charles Dick of Ohio and Elmer Do
ver, secretary of the republican na REACHES CLEVELAND
t tonal committee,
held a
HOME IN GOOD SPIRITS
conference with President Roosevelt
O., July 31. Mr. and
Cleveland.
today. The Ohio political situation Mrs. John D. Rockefeller reached
was discussed.
Dick said the Bitua Cleveland today. They went directly
'tion in Ohio was decidedly better than to Forest Hill, their suburban home.
two years ago. He predicted that Rockefeller greeted newspaper men
Governor Harris would be
cordially. He said he was glad to get
two years hence.
back to his home and expected to remain until October. "
Michigan Stalwarts Meet.
Detroit, Mich., July 31. The Re
publican state conven'Ion of Michigan AN EARLY MORNING
which had originally been sot for
WATERY EPISODE
August g, but was changed to this
date, because another convention had
been called for August 8 and it was
Apparently with no aggravation
feared that the hotels would not be
able to accommodate
such large whatever, a pesky water pipe, one of
crowds of visitors, was called to order the kind that gets better as it gets
here this forenoon. After the ap- older, popped open at the corner of
pointment of committees and the Railroad avenue and Second street, at
transaction of other routine work the 7:30 o'clock this morning, and all that
convention took a recess until this was lacking to make it a veritable
afternoon, when the nominations will electric fountain was the electricity.
high Into the air
The water
be made and the rest of the business
and came down in splashes that reof the conven.ion transacted.
of
one
reminded
freshed
and
Iowa Republicans Gather.
the beautiful Moliy Mechunkamunk.
s
Des Moines. Ia., July 31. Fully
Then Herman Blueher, the water exof the delegates to the repub- pert, came along with bis wagon loadlican state convention, which meets ed with vegetables.
Mr. Blueher
here tomorrow, have already arrived. knows all about water and springs,
The state central committee is hear- but he didn't know the treachery that
ing today contests between the sup- lurked where the water out of that
porters of Governor A. B. Cummins bursted pipe came from. So he drove
and George D. Perkins, who Is seek- Into it, and down his wagon went to
ing the nomination for the governor- the wheel hubs. It took six men to
ship. Inside talk today points to a help Mr. Blueher's horses get the
compromise and a Joint ticket made wagon on dry land again, and it took
up of the two factions.
a corps of lalorers and plumbers several hours to close the break In the
BAPTIST YOUNG PEOPLE'S
Kalameln pipe.
two-hou-
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Do Not Believe the Sayings Russian Army and Navy
of Her Well Copper
Cossacks Join the
Colored
Insurgents.
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In World
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ARIZONA IS
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HAS THE BAD

DELEGATION

GRO TOWN

AND

HEART;

NUMBER 183

FARMERS' CONVENTION
IN ALEXANDRIA.
Alexandria, La., July al The state
convention of the Louisiana branch
of the Farmers' Educational and Cooperative Union of America opened
hern today with an attendance of
The
about five hundred delegates.
delegates were welcomed to the city
The convention
by Mayor 1 urner.
will last tnree days and a highly interesting and instructive program lias
been prepared for this meeting.
INSURANCE

COMPANY

REFUSES TO PAY CLAIMS
San Francisco, July 31. The Trans-AtlantFire Insurance company of
has refutte-to
Hamburg.
pay San Francisco insurance claims of
f 1,000,0)10 on the ground that tlift losses arose from an overwhelming catastrophe due to a visitation from Providence, for indemnity against which
the policy was never Intended to
ic

Ca-vit-

New-miner- s

FORTUNE SMILES

'

ON RAILROAD MEN

WHITE, A BRAKEMAfC
HEIR TO
$500,000
BEING
80UGHT FOR IN TEXAS

WILLIAM

MIL-LEAND MEXICO
ALSO LUCKY.

R

William White, wno at one time
was a brakeman on the Santa To
In New Mexico is being sought for
In Texas and Old Mexico, one of tbe
two places for which he left some
time ago. White is wanted, and
wanted badly, and as a result any
number of detectives and others are
on a hunt for him, not because he has
committed any crime, 'but because a
rich relative of White's, residing at
St. Joseph, Mo., lias considerately died
and left White all his money, some
$500,000, and the lawyers of the deceased have offered a reward for the
discovery of the missing heir's whereabouts, hence the diligent search for
him.
S. B. Miller of this city Is also another railroad ntan that fickle fortune
has smiled upon recently in tne same
manner. A relative of Miller's died
In Utan leaving Miller some I50.O0O.
Miller is now iu Salt Lake investigating the estate.
REUNION OF
TEXAS CAVALRY BRIGADE.
Hillsboro, Tex., July 31. The Parson's Texas Cavalry Brigade association is holding its annual reunion in
this city today. The attendance is
quite large and owing to the fact that
the conventions of the Daughters of
the Confederacy will also meet here
during the next few days, several
thousand visitors from out of town
are gathered here at present.
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an hour beside tne big fmintala toTHE EVENING CITIZEN for
day watching the women filling their'
large stone ollas. Some oi tnese jugs
rWliki Dally atfl Weekly ky
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or mem
The Citizen Publishing Company these small women, somewithout
an
mere girls, lifted them
throuch I
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effort to their heads and walked away.
Mcond elaaa mlwr.
This habit of loading everything on
the head Is often carried to a ridiculous extreme. Recently one of the
servants at the hotel came into my
LABEL
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room with a pair of cotton gloves rest
ing on her head. I he practice, now-evehas resulted In giving every wothat is the
Offltltl Paper of Bernalillo County man you meet a carriage
poetry of motion. They seem to glide
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along with an indescribable motion of
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the lot of the women cf the
But
Mexico
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peon class is a most miserable one, as
lirrwt North Arlnmi Cireuhitlo they
are but little better than slaves.
Standing at the fountain today they
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presented a picture as unlike anything
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tatt br Mil. P"
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ana
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h. mL
difference or unlike ness was not alone
the matters cf dress or color, the
Pally by Carrier, 60c per month Informer
a negligible quantity and the
m tha
rwtmin Cttttm will he d.lhrwwl
dark brown. It Is In me lacK
latter
CO
for
week,
or
Mr at tit low nit otfmHw
f animation, in the air of sadness
want war month, whan paid monthly.
hlch envelops them. There wasn t
MnrUitng Bites Hade Known ca Application
bit of gossiping, and no laughter,
brief salutation of "buenag dias"
faror by notlfrlnc o. and "ndios" at parting summed up
SJaWai IIiiih win aanfar
any
m
on
ui
diaMty
iwfr.
the conversation.
ramittancaa ahould be aridrawd to
Al lattara and
Imagine a uozzen or more or our
Ijrafte,
Comtahy.
Publishing
ran
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Th
money
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ordera American housewives at a fountain
and
awaeka, poatoffic
aawat b Bad payable to th ordar of tha like this; wouldn't thra society editor
have a gold mine? They would have
aua TiiiPHONiii
madp shredded biscuit or tne cnarColorado !! acters of haif their neighbors, and
Atomn I S3
their chatter would have driven the
narrots into the woods. But, leaning
over the brink of the fountain, which
cavA inrL-- a reft pot ion of sad eves
faces, tnese simple
nd
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DO YOU WANT THE
NAME, AND ADDRE
of
of
of
of
of
of

r,

SUMMER
AXP
TAN
OF
ROUGHNESS AND TUB
OF A CLEAR
SOFT. FRESH COMPLEXION,

is assured

by using

the man
the man
the nmn
the man
the man
the man

who ehotild be working for youT
h irouid gladly lend you money?
win would like to buy your hors??
who would buy an interest in your

bus!neiT

who would huy that lot of ground?
who would buy your old bicycle?

FurnisK you
Citizen Want Ads,addresses
with names and
0 people who are
"Neccessary to You- - Prosperity"

Cfctf

our

Almond, Bciuoin
and Witch Hasel
Cream 25c.

J

EVENING CITIZEN.

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.

IF YOU WANT help of any kind, or
employment of any kind, pnone

--

BANK INSTITUTIONS
MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.
-

ALBUQUERQUE

Capital and

INTEREST

NEW MEXICO

surplus. $100,000

ALLOWED

ON

SAYINGS

DEPOSITS

rsSTbsnz MONEY to LUAN

mie. at the Elite cafe. 'Phones,
On Furniture, pianos, urgans, iiorsea,
379; Colorado.289.
Automatic,
With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.
bOLD ONLY BY THE
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
WANTED.
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE REHIGHLAND PHARMACY
WANTED Girl to help around house. CEIPTS, as low as $10 and as high as
$200.
Loans are" quickly made and
Inquire l3 North Second street,
strictly
private. Time: One month
Col
205 East Railroad Ave.
for
men
e
Twenty-fivWANTED
year
given. Goods remain in
to
one
gang,
abw your possession.
orado; extra railroad
and
Our rates ere reasonham's Employment utnee.
see
us before borrowCall
and
able.
family
ALVARADO PHARMACY
WANTED Housekeeper for
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of four young men.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Address I. X. I... CIt.zen olTlce.
First & Gold Ave, Both Phones.
Steamship tickets to and from all
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cook
woman
WANTED A good
parts of the world.
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preferred.
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Teeth
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Set
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nor gossiped. Was It because
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
Johnson, Asst, Cashier; Win. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge, Solo$6
and adjoining territory. Salary, $20
tatlon here is so slight a thing? Quien Gold Crowns
mon Luna, A. M. Blackwell, Geo. Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.
expense
weekly;
up
Filling
$1.50
Gold
paid
expenses
and
sabe?
pleasant;
Work
50c
Extracting
Painless
money
advanced.
LAWYERS.
Housekeeping Outfits,
position permanent. No Investment
oil
DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON. TOPEKA 6V SANTA FE RY.
Spare
time
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ALL
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WORK
Ira
GUAR
ABSOLUTELY
thaTch
or experience
of woven
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32
full
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for
once
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cago,
R. W, D. Bryan.
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made,
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hand
urniture is
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would
find
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que,
N. M. Office, First National
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poor field for business. The usual
Word
Spanish. Only parties with all Bank building.
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B. F. COPP.
apqualifications and capable, need
E. W. Dobson.
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Office,
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and
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Write
Crom
AT
stringing
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by
strands
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image
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or two. a cruiflx and
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FOR RENT.
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..Yloa President
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stove being a home
doors,
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SHOOT
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DR.
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J.
KRAFT,
. . . '.
Marriage and Housekeeping made contrivanve of clay, with a dome
Cashier
FRANK
McKEB
FOR RENT Two rooms for light
Surgeon.
Dental
Aawlataat Cashier
R. A. FROST
housekeeping; reasonable. Mrs. H.
ke oven resting near the lire place,
15 and 16, Grant block, over
Rooms
,r , ... Dtraoaor
EL P. BJaYMOtjDw) .
a,
Easy and Inexpensive
RJtutherford, 517 South Broadway. the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
This dome is hollow and when bak PLACES MUZZLE OF REVOLVER
Five-rooIN HER MOUTH AND PULLS
modern Both 'phones. Appointments made by
ng day arrives it is filled with wood
rXJRRENT
. .
Call at 319 West Coal mall.
to the Groom.
house.
and 'heated to a white heat. The
THE TRIGGER.
avenue.
coals and ashes are then withdrawn
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
nd the bread or ether things to be
M ratnornn nr. 1111 nlnva at FOR RENT
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m. to
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about
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east end of viaduct. Mrs. E. K. pointments made by mail.
DepoaMory far Atchison, Topeka A Baata Fa Railway Company
San Pedro. Sula. Honduras, July 21
Three Form, of Marriage.
Norris.
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My slumbers were rudely disturbed
PHYSICIANS.
SneaKing OI WeUlietl COUpieS, 1 Bill UhrKltlnir
nloxpil
rooms
The wnman
the FOR REN f Newly furnished
this morning by the discordant reminded mat mere are tnree xorms
a rPvnU.Pr in her month nnn
at the Minneapolis house, with or
DR. R. L. HUST.
screeching ot a brightly colored ma' of marriage rites in this country, ine
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resulted
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the
my
Office,
N. T. Armllo Bldg.
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uue
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stantly
and up, Albuquerque, N. M.
Tuberculosis
treated with High- Taca la pat a" (shake my
window.
FOR RET Large, cool rooms for Frequency Electrical
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from
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the patio of the hotel to view an opalALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
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u,.Ui u.uuui.ib fu FOR RENT Houses furnished and. nurse in attendance. Both 'phones
tinted morning. The air was sweet tho horrh Poramnn. la nnt tn him I
to
store
take her life.
unfurnished, modern, also
.t.- - .iou
ta her
$100,000.00
with the scent of orange blossoms. It
DR. W. G. SHADRACH.
CAPITAL
W. H. McMilllon, real Practice limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
rooms.
20,000.00
waa deliciously cool and pleasant, and
SURPLUS AND PROFITS
tnr:r to their room In ontheoneTate house, and estate broker. 211 West Gold Ave
I expectantly awaited the coming of
and Throat.
of th
THIS BANK WAS OPENED FOR BUSINESS APRIL 18, 1904.
Occullst and Aurist for Santa Fe
w,as
the niozo with coffee and sweet canes to believe that such a ceremony Is not
FOR SALE.
there were two in their
coast lines. Office, 313
West Rail
before dressing for breakfast.
wholly proper so she declines it. Then Peds We invite your attention to the following statement, showing the
av- FORSALE-Squabs,"
709Roma
road avenue.
It'a remarkable now quickly you be comes the popular form, a contract be- - room - M- - Cameron was apparently
growth of this bank since its organization:
business
268-enue. Old phone Red
come accustomed to the fashions here tween them whereby one half of all
Hours: 9 to 12 a. m. and 1:30 to 5
yicucu uy
""e"iy
"'":u
$10,466.92
Deposits
at
the end of the first day
house p., m.
At home in the states I'm usually pee his worldly goods becomes the proper-- 1 6""
FOR SALE New, three-roolu "ea
"ul
19,173.00
Deposits at the end of the first week
$12 per
In Highlands; payments,
vish until breakfast is served, but ty of any children born to them. Slen- - Placing the muzzle of the weapon in
31,821.82
Deposits at the end of the first month
UNDERTAKER.
down here I find it most enjoyable to der as is this tie which hinds the faer mouth, pulled the trigger. Cam- month ; rents for $12 per montn. Ad
92,750.13
Deposits at the end of the first six months
dress, A. B., Citizen omce.
be awakened by my servant, who couple it is remarkable how few Bep- - eron - wno says he can not account for
169,061.80
Auto, 'phone 316.
Deposits at the end of the first year
Colo., Red 115
brings me a cup of coffee and a couple arations there are among them. Their 0,8 wife's act, as she was apparently FOR SALE A
gasoline en
298.320.31
Deposits at the end of the first eighteen months
A. BORDERS.
of cakes. When these are dispatched love for their children is pronounced
all complete. J. t . Palmer, Commercial Club Building. Black
377,332.37
"8 best or spirits, is prostrated. elne.
Deposits at the end of the first two years
It's pleasant to turn over for another and as a rule the women observe this e is a mining engineer by profession
601 North First street.
434,502.31
Deposits June 18, 1906
and White Hearse, $5.
snooze until the call lor breakfast contract rigidly.
Owing to reduced circumstances he FOR SALE
A handsome Hardman
OFFICERS:
i
ARCHITECTS.
Is sounded.
has been compelled to work at the
No Trouble With Fashions.
O. N. MARRON, Pres.
J. B. HERNDON, Cashier.
piano, in fine condition and almost
I have Bpent several days here
ROY McDONALD, Asst. Cashier.
WM. FARR, Vice Pres.
For particu
new, at a bargain.
In this warm climate the subject of Junction mine as a miner.
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,
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any
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LOST.
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tWO garments
a WalSt and Skirt lrhnlern .nit ni.rrhno Remeo Then
DEALT IN BY
tains, whicn rise 6,000 or 6,000 feet Of
will still ue with feet and head un- - do not publicly boast of all this
LOST A stick pin, set with garnets FRED. J. STEIN bERGER, 37 Bank
above tue plain, K is the principal
a mantilla and a pair edy will accomplish, but prefer to let
Block.
in shape of a star. Finder return
city of Suia Valley, one of the garden of shoes, Given
Colorado,
and she is dressed for a the users make the statements. What
Denver
to this office and receive reward,
snots of a land of tropical luxuriance,
thev'rto claim la that It will nosltlvelv
The area of this great valley is 1,500 Da".
OR
STOLEN
LOST.
STRAYED
NOTARY
PUBLIC.
All
laundering
Is done in the stream cure diarrhoea, dvsenterv. nains In the
square mlls. and It was once the seat
you get accustomed to seeing the stomach and bowels, and has never A dark bay horse, white legs, branded
Thos. K. D. Maddison.
hip. large barred circle on
of a much larger population than it at and
PAY RENT
women scruumng away in mid stream been known to fail. For sale by all "J. A." on
Office with W. B. Childers, 117 West
present contains.
on neck, back and
shoulder,
chafed
a smooin oouiuer ior a ruDomg druggists,
using
avenue.
Gold
body.
Return to Mrs. E. K. Norris,
Nearly 400 Years Old.
Doara, and drying the newly washed
east end of viaduct, and receive re
VETERINARIAN.
San Pedro is long on nlstory. It garments on the bushes along the
ward.
was founded in 1636 by Pedro de Al banks. When It comes time to wash
Dr. F. L. Schneider.
varado, one of Cortez's lieutenants, the garment she Is wearing she calmly
Onlv 82 Years Old.
Also Agent for The Continental Casualty Company, of Chicago, III.
Office, 424 North Second Btreet
and it was a flourishing city before sneds It, washes it and while It is
"I am onlv 82 years old and don' Phones Auto.,
311; Colo., Black 35,
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old
get
Jamestown
in
settled
to
real
the
drying proceeds with the balance of
expect even when I
be
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Va, There is little here, bowever, to the wash. She Is refreshingly uncon
to feel that way as long as I can get Residence
Indicate antiquity. No ruined church scious of anything improper in the
Mrs.
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H. Brun
Electric itters," said
RODERICK STOVER, E. E.
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Electrical
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the old
nothing else
Agent for Fairbanks, Morse & Co,
ficatlonB; nothing is left save the ever
and makes the weak as strong as mi
Limited Vocabulary.
ESTABLISHED 1873.
"OLD RELIABLE."
lasting hills of God wnlch have looked The vocabulary of the native is lim
Dyspepsia, torpid Gas and gasoline engines a specialty
grand medicine.
down on this village through the pass ited. Some expressions
liver. Inflamed kidneys, or chronic 906 West Railroad avenue. Auto
you hear con
ing centuries.
constltpatlon are unknown after tak matic 'phone, 179.
stantly. For instance, manana( toIng Electric Bitters a reasonable time,
In 1664 San Pedro, then a rich and morrow
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and
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"quien
(who
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an
no
on
lock
Washington
it.
encampment
at
Army
r,
natives did the work. San Pedro is Our mules are engaged and in the which upon contact with hot land. In like manner Kenneth
Colo., Red 284.
Auto. 'Phone, 671.
city, a comrade from Elgin, 111., waa
Kiven to boasting, and well it may. early morning we
of a.iceboro. Me., permitted a
rn
was
leave
oulel
these
and
morbus
deliciously,
makes
taken
cholera
with
foams
It has more frame houses than all and picturesque scenes for an invas water
little cold to go unnoticed until a
critical condition," says Mr. J. E.
other cities of the republic put to- ion of the unknown
skin soft and white, and all tragic finish was only averted by Dr. aHoughland,
the
interior.
of Eldon, Iowa. "I gave
.T.
gether. It possesses one ot the two
writes:
He
Discovery.
King's
New
Soap.
Colic, Cholera
Chamhberlaln's
awmllls, and It has the only
b(K)thes lulling Kkln. Heals cuts or at the cost of ordinary Toilet
"Thre doctors gave me" up to die of hln
DEALER
IN NATIVE ANO CHICAGO LUMBER
I
believe
Reiredy
and
Diarrhoea
ani
wagon in the country. It has burns without a scar. Cures pi lei
lung inflammation, caused by a nebeen enThe eczema, salt rheum, any Itching. 14 Ai Individual Soap for Individual Usi" glected cold; But rr. King's New it saved his life. I have Immigration
a simple system oi water works. piped
PAINT Covers more, Iooas bett, wears the
Guar- gaged for ten years In
waters of a mountain brook are
Discovery
saved my life."
IKmns Ointment. Your druggist sells
many parlongest, most economical; full nuasure.
aa. aiftiof o tin coat only Vm anteed best cough and cold cure, at work and have conducted
It
to several public and private foun- it.
Utit
BUILDlNU PAPER Always in stock. Plaster, Lime, Cement, Paint,
to the south and west. I always
IthapiiM al sua caaa of good Telle I Soap).
50c and ,l.0O. Trial ties
tains.
all druggists.
Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
carry this remedy and have used it
ALL DEALERS.
Give us your ROUGH DRY work.
Women at th Fountain.
bottle free.
successfully on many occasions."
o
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. . ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEX.
At the public fountain one meets the Monday, and get Is back Wednesday.
Bad fi frafe&oofclat, "Borax la tea Horn"
to Patios Ceaat beru Co ChuaiQ. Ill Try a Citizen want advertisement Sold by all druggists.
imperial Laundry Co.
boi polol in the early morning,
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The Southwestern Savings, Loan and
Building Ass'n of Las Vegas, N. M.
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Money to Loan to Build a Home
rDON'T

N. E. STEVLhS,

General Ag't.
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BALLOONING

be banner money makers
for you

NOWPOPULAR

IS DESTINED

PAGE THftEE.

t
Beautiful, level
lots, only $25 to $150 each. Only $5 down;
balance, $5 a month. No Interest. No Taxes. No Mortgages
50-foo-

are growing less

IN JUST A FEW YEARS THESE LOTS WILL BE WORTH
FROM $500 TO $600 EACH

Call at office, 119 South
Second Street, for Illustrated Booklet

Ancient Days.
SLIPPER

Stevenson Gave His
Ide family, including Miss Annie.
Birthday to Bourke Coch- the
The author learned she had been born
on Christmas day, which, from his
ran's Fiance.
whimsical viewpoint, prevented ner

TO BE THE ARISTOCRATIC RESIDENCE

SECTION OF ALBUQUERQUE

Remember, you're getting old and opportunities

Faith Shall Make Thee
Whole Now as in

HOLD THE

CITIZEN.

Let the next 6 months

AS SPORT IS

CAN'T

EVENING

1

19 S. Second St.

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS IMPROVEM'T GO.

First Nail Bank Bid.

How

.

Special Correspondence.
New York, July 31. Doctor Thomas
and his orave wife are demonstrating
the docility and safety of the balloon
as a vehicle of transport. They have
made a great many ascensions In their
splendid balloon Nirvana, which Is the
largest gas bag in this country, ana
carries a family "witn ease, for poetry
of motion and attractive means of
locomotion Mrs. Thomas furnished a
very pleasing specimen of ease and
luxury as sue sailed over Central
park, the observed of all observers. A
balloon In the air is tue beau ideal for
an exhibition machine in this city, for
nobody can obscure anybody else s
view, all seeing the machine as easily
as any can. Airs. Thomas Is abso
lutely fearless In her ascents, and can
do as well as the doctor, who Is a little
Irascible at times, especially when the
newspaperfe criticize him. He was
very much put out with a Pittsburg
newspaper which intimated that he
liked to spread out a great deal, and
talked more than he performed. He
would not give that paper any information about his plans. But, there is
no aoubt that he is an adventurous
spirit and will Improve the business
of going up Into the air and coming
down again with safety. Sightseers
are always plenty when a balloon ap- (pears upon the scene. News ot it
Beems to spread like news in India by
an unknown, yet swift system which
no European has ever found cut. The
balloon found alopg every street and
on the coiners, and in the squares
crowds looking upwards, and eagerly
following tue progress of the balloon
Pretenders to Poverty.
The street beggars make a nice lit
every day, while they affect all
tie
the woe3 of poverty, seeking relief at
e
free dispensaries as if they were
A middle-ageabsolutely destitute.
woman appeared tue other day and
got a prescription, after which she
took her place in the line of persons
waiting to have their medicine made
up by the apothecary. This particular
woman, it shoulu be said, had given
satisfactory answers to all the ques
tions put to her, designed to show
whether she wa-- a proper person to
receive cnaritable contributions. Sud
denly there was a cry I am robbed;
1 am robbed!"
The victim was this
woman, who so far forgot her pre'
vi'O-uprofessions as to assert that her
pocket had been picked and that the
thief had got away with $29. 1 nen she
lost the opportunity to get free medicine, taus adding, in her view, insult
to injury.
d

Faith Makes Them Whole.
The i,tt!e church of St. Jean Baptist
on Eas- Seventy-s.xtstreet, where
the annual Noveua Is now held, presents a remarkable spectacle of canes,
crutches and other supports of defective limbs, that have ben discarded by
patients who have been cured. The
walls are lined with these discarded
helps to locomotion and the cured persons are loud in praise of Ste. Anne,
the mother of the Blessed Virgin.
From that numble temple during- the
past week and the nights also, there
have been wafted incessant prayers
for the intercession of the taint, who
Is, with preference, addressed as the
"mother of tne Afflicted." At the
services the little church was steeped
In referential silence, broken only
by sobs from burdened breasts, or the
awkard clumping of crippled
feet
along the reverberating aisles. During
this time thousands on whom fate has
heaped tne weight of a weak or broken, or deformed lody, have flocked
there to offer fervant supplications
for favors at the hands of the saints.
These seekers after health are certainly lifted into a higher religious
state, and by faith have thrown off
many tils. The novena Ffirs up their
energies, fills them with hope and by
extraordinary exercises or their faith
they summon all their energies and
powers, and spring to their feet practically regenerated.
However much
of a miracle, or how tittle, there may
l)e about the exercise, the newly regenerated Individual is many tinie3
the man or woman that he or she was
l)efore they kneel at the altar.
A Fight for Spoils.
It taues something of more than ordinary interest to draw the attention
of the 'ark Row crowd of base ball
watchers from the bulletins when the
Giants are up and the score is a tie,
but two sparrows and a butterfly accomplished it the omer day, and didn't
halt try. The men roosting on the
City Hail fence, hearing a great chattering, looked around and saw a big
gay colored buterfly dlve from one of
the trees toward tne lawn. In close
pursuit came two sparrows, each with
one eye on the other, and one en the
butterfly. The butterfly concealed itself in the grass tor a few seconds,
hut was driven to wing again by vigorous" scratching. Before it had mounted very high in the air one of the
sparrows seized it by a wing, and
went into a tree. Its companion followed and the shrill chattering was
renewed. The two mrds again flew
to the grass, pecking at each other
By this time everybody's
savagely.
hack was to the nulletin board and
the base nail scorers did not get any
attention at all until one of the birds
flew away disgusted and the other
hopped around proudly In the grass,
looking r,r more butterflies.
h
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Stevenson Cave His Birthday.
Bourke Cochran's fiancee. Miss Annie H. Me. is known anion; readers
of Stevenson as uie girl to whom
he "gave hia birthday." Stevens n
had mei Mis i,iea father when the
latter was the United States land
commissioner In Samoa, and through
this there spTang up a warm friendship between the Scottish novelist and

from celebrating her natal day In
fitting style. So he drew up a document, written in legal phraseology,
dated "Valllma, June 10, 1891," and
addressed to Annie's father, in which
he formally made ever "to Miss Annie
Ide all and whole my rights and privileges in tne 13th day of November,
formerly my birthday, now, (hereby
and henceforth, the birthday of the
said Annie H. Ide, to have, hold, exercise and enjoy the same in the customary manner by the sporting of
fine raiment, eating of rich food, and
and
receipt oi gifts, compliments
copies of verse, according to the man
ner of our ancestors."
The reason
for giving his own birthday anniversary to .iiiss Ide was that Stevenson
"had attained an age when, oh, we
never mention It, and that I have no
further use for a birthday of any description."

The Pleasure Pays for It.
A pretty and fashionably
attired
young lady alighted from a ftiaa.son
avenue car. Sne waited until the
other passengers had filed past her,
snd then turned a pair of deeply appealing eyes upon the conductor.
"Would you please give mo my shoe,
reCertainly, madam,"
she said.
plied the conductor, ipvcking up a
dainty, dark thing from the car platform, and handing it to the woman.
She Kok it with a blush and, balancing herself against the car, stopped to
put It on. The conductor waited until
the woman had thanked him with a
smile, and then gave the signal to go
a, itad. 'The first time that happened
it startled me." he said, "out it has
become a common octirence now. The
new style of shoes that come this
season, pumps, I think they call them,
la the cause of the trouble. No matter how small they are, they do not
seem to fit the foot. It Is quite a
trick for a woman to step off or on
a car and not loe at least one of
them. Of course, it delays things considerably, out then it's worth something to get a glimpse of suca pretty
feet and to have a ' good looking woman smile at you."
Ever Useful Messenger Boys.
The employment oi messenger boys
in odd Kinds of services is beginning
to attract the attention of the public,
and it seems almost as If people, when
unable to find anybody else to do certain things for them ring up a mes
senger boy and he does the rest. One
boy was sent for by a woman to catch
Hies for her pet lizard, which was too
sick and feeble to catch them for itself. An:ther boy founu, when he entered a hotel room tJiat the exireinu-l- y
fat man who occupied it wanted
him te scratch his back. He did the
Job well, with the help of a brush.
The latest Is that oi a woman, who
rang up tor a boy, and wnen he came
she told him to hang hia cap on a
hook, and hired him far an hour and
a half at thirty cents an hour. It
seems that the maid who attended
to her little
flat did not
materialize, and she set the boy to
dusting, clearing the table, sweeping
the dining room floor, dusting the
hall and other Jobs of fixing up things
generally. The woman was pleasantly
surprised to find that the boy ousted
in the cracks and crevices and that
when the hour and a half ended the
flat looked as spick and span as after
a regular
Saturday cleaning. She
thinks it beats servant girl hiring out
of sight.
The ooy rather liked it
better than playing craps.
Carving Taught Intendeds.
"There goes a woman," said the tall
girl, "who is preparing to confer a
blessed bon upon humanity. Sho is
going to establish a class in carving
for prospective bridegrooms. She has
a score of pupils pledged already. The
Each
Instruction will be thorough.
man will be required to wrestle individually wltn all kinds of meat from
the Sunday morning ham to the
Thanksgiving turkey, and not until
he has learned to sever Joints and
slice Juicy cuts gracefully wil. he be
granted a diploma. Fifty cents a lesson is the price to be charged for this
Invaluable education.
The ultimate
cost uepends, of course, upon the ingenuity of the pupil. A man with a
natural aptitude for carving will probably get through in six lessons. At
that rate the education is dirt cheap,
and I intend to urge every man in my
acquaintance to avail himself of the
opportunity to master a difficult art."
The young man took a note book out
of his pocket ant. asked for the name
and address of the carving teacher.
The girl smiled knowingly and wanted to Know when the wedding was to
five-roo-

be.
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With a coal stove you waste ten
times more heat than you use. Can't
cook anything upon it without heating
up the kitchen. Makes summer cookery unbearable. Different and better,
with Gas. Four burners on a

2

a

GAS RANGE
You can be using one, getting all the
heat you want, and still have the top

r'
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COPYRIGHT ISO
iJV UM.DER.WOOD
HOY
UPTON SINCLAIR AND HIS
NEAR PRINCE'lON, N. J.
Sinclair scheme, has a string atr
tached. It Is specified that "only
white person of good moral character, who is free from communicable disease," may be eligible. His

of the range cold within a foot ot the
burner. The best proof that Gas
Cookery Is cool cookery. You appreciate It wonderfully on a hot day.
Ranges on display at Electric

r
t,

UN.DtH.WOOO
THEIR HOME

AT

The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Go.
CORNER 4th AND QOLD

particular brand of socialism also
disqualifies
and makes social
of nurses, cooks, kitchen workers, house servants, waiters, outdoor
foremen, farm hands, laborers, etc.
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H. O'REILLY & CO.
'LEADING DRUGGISTS
iC
Mail Orders Filled Same Day Received.
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HUSBAND'S SUICIDE SOLVES MYSTERY

BOTH PHONES
WHEREABOUTS OF WOMAN ACQUITTED AT FAMOUS MURDER!
TRIAL, REVEALED BY SECOND
TRAGEDY.
4

'4

Wholesale Grocers

EVENTS IN LIFE OF
ANNA E. GEORGE.

The wife of a carpenter.
Deserted him for George Sax- ton.
Visited South Dakota to get
a divorce, but returned without
making application.
Accused Saxton of abandon- ing her for another woman.
Tried cn the charge of mur- dering Saxton, and acquitted.
Her husband secured a di- vorce.
She married Dr. Arthur C.
Ridout.
Dr. Ridout committed suicide.

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

.

J--

7
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Special Correspondence.
Ravenna, July 31. When the liody
of Dr. Arthur C. Ridout was cut down
from the chandelier in the parlor of
his home here the discovery was
made that his wife was Mrs. Anna
E. George, central figure in one of the
r ;?at
murder trials of the last ten
ears.
Mrs. George stood trial on the charge
of having murdered
Saxton, a
brother-in-laof President McKinley.
She was acquitted and soon afterwards disappeared.
It remained for
the suicide of her new husband to disclose her whereabouts.
Mrs. George was the wife of a
living in a village near Canton, Ohio. The family removed to
Canton and made their home in
block owned by George Saxton. The
latter was attracted by the gol looks
and graceful manner of Mrs. George,
and in time persuaded her to leave
her husband.
Saxton was shot and killed October
7.
and Mrs. George was charg
She was ined with the murder.
dicted and her trial was a tremendous
battle. The claim was made by

((
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ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC
Illinois Central R.R.

Department of the interior. United
States Land office, Santa Fe, New
Mexico, June 29, 1906.
THE SHORT LINE
Notice is hereby given that the fol
FROM
lowing named claimant has filed notice of bis Intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891, (26 btats., 854), as amended
To
by the art of February 21, 1893, (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
be made before the probate clerk at St. Paul, Minneapolis, Duluth
Ixs Lunaa, N. M., on the 10th day of
August, 1906, viz., Jacobo Chaves, la
AND THE NORTHWEST.
behalf of the heirs of Juan M. C. de
Chavez, deceased, for the 8. II. C. No.
428, lots 1 and 2, In sections 25, 35
and 36, township 7 norta, range 2
east.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adTo
verse possession of saiu tract for
twenty years next preceding the surCHICAGO,
MINNEAPOLIS,
vey of the township, viz..
ST. PAUL, FORT DODGE,
Jose G. cnavez, of Valencia, N. M.;
Jesus Sancaez y Alarid, of Valencia,
WATERLOO,
DUBUQUE,
GALENA,
.. M.; Cregorlo Aragon, of Valencia,
N. M.; roncarpio Sanchez, of Peralta,
FREEFORT,
ROCKFORD.
N. M.
Any person who denires to protest
The finest train service to the above
against the allowance of said proof, points; also to New Orleans, Memor who knows ot any substantial rea- phis,
Vlcksburg,
Evansvllle, Ind.;
son under the laws aud regulations of
the interior department why such Nashville, Tenn.; Atlanta, Ga.; Jackproof should not be tlowed, will be sonville, Fla,, and all other points in
given an opportunity at the above the south and southeast.
mentioned time and place to
the witnesses of said claimTicket Office, 805 Seventeenth St,
ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
Denver,
Colo. Phone, Main 1125.
y
claimant.
of that submitted
MANUEL R. OTERO,
JAMES CULTON,
Register.
Commercial Agt
TAKE A PLUNGE
the
The picnic baskets for sale at the
SWIMMING POOL.
504 North First Street.
Open Daily, Mcintosh Hardware company's store
are Indispensable for outing parties.
10 a. m. to 10 p. m.

COLORADO

e

Postmaster Appointed.
Martin Brown has been appointed
Ixtrtmaster at Bent, Otero county.
Postoffice established.
Post offices have been established at
Carter, Roosevelt county, to be served
from Portalea, sixteen miles to the
northwest. Samuel F. Anderson has
been appointed postmaster.
At Blmendorf, Socorro county, to be
A Hard Lot
served
from San Antanto, seven miles
the north, and San Marcial. ten of trouble to contend with, spring
miles to the south. C. H. Elniendorf from a torpid liver and blockaded
lias been appointed postmaster.
bowels, unless you awaken them to
their proper action with Dr. King's
New Life Pills; the pleasantest and
Don't B Backward.
Do not hesitate to ask for a free most effective pill for Constiuation.
sample of Chamberlain's Stomach and They prevent appendicitis and tone up
Liver Tablet. We are glad to give the system. 25c at all druggists,
o
them to anyone who is troubled with
biliousness, constipation, or any disSee th picnic baskets In the Mcln.
order of the stomach. Many have been tosh Hardware company's display
permanently cured by their use. For window.
sale by all druggists.
o
Cheapest accident insurance Dr.
Set the picnic baskets In the Meln Thomas' Electric Oil. Stops the pain
tosh Hardware company's display and heals the wound. All druggists
window.
sell it.

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

NOTICE FOR PUBI ICATION.

WOMAN

WHO GAINED NOTORIETY WHEN SHE WAS MRS. ANNA E.
GEORGE.

car-rent-

OLD TIM EH.
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CHRISTIAN UUOTIIERS

UPTON SINCLAIR'S LATEST PROJECT IS A SOCIALISTIC COLONY
WITH A SCHEME FOR TAKING
CHARGE OF ALL THE CHILDRENWANTS TWENTY FAMILIES .TO JOIN, BUT DRAWS
COLOR LINE.
Special Correspondence.
New York, July 31. A socialist
village, where some of the residents
may dwell upon terms of equality
and test the ipolltical theories of the
modern radical upon themselves, Is
the plan of Upton Sinclair, the young
novelist who gained fame through
his exposure of the methods of the
beef trust.
Sinclair has sent out to Socialists
a pamphlet in which he outlines his
scheme for the establishment of a
town within easy reach of this city
upon, what he terms, a cooperative
home colony basis.
It is to be a stock company, each
home owner being a stockholder,
Sinclair says that if he succeeds) in
inducing twenty families to Join him
he will form the nucleus of the colony, perhaps in a summer hotel and
then follow with the building of cottages,
v
The novelist has eent out a list of
questions which he asks Interested
socialists to answer and return to
him. He asks:
"Would it be your wish that your
children should be taken care of cooperatively, provided that you have
access to the establishment nti all
times, and that the management determined by a vote of all the parents,
be satisfactory?"
"What would be the minimum
number of families you would care
to enter with? Should there be a
maximum number?"
thinksSinclair
that the colony
should be stabllshed within an hour
of New York and he wants to know
whether his friends would prefer the
seashore to "an artificial lake." The
young discoverer of sausage ingredients thinks that it might be cheaper
to build a lake than buy expensive
seashore' front.
He proposes that meals he cooked
in a common kitchen, the colony to
cultivate its own crops and he insists that the cooking be done "absolutely clean." He is in doubt whether
it should be served in la carte,
French table d'hote, "regular dinner"
or
home coking style.
Personal equality, according to the

St. Michael's College

Mrs. George that Saxton, under prom-- ; woman ami shot Saxton to death one
Ise of marriage, induced her to leave evening as he was entering her house.
her husband, and that he paid the ex- The long trial ended in the acquittal
penses of a trip to South Dakota, of Mrs. George.
where she proposed to get a divorce.
It has now been learned that live
Wliile she was establishing a residence years ago she wedded Dr. Arthur C
In South Dakota, Kiie claimed, she Ridout
at Wheeling, W. Va. They
made a trip to Canl'm and discovered lived In several Ohio cities and came

that Saxton had bestowed his aftec-- i
tions on another married woman.
Thereafter, he treated her with scorn.
It was charged that Mrs. George kept
a watch on the home of the other

to Ravenna aiout two years ago. She
was reserved, and none of the people
here guessed her identity. Ill health
was given as the cause of the do&
tor's suicide.

Old Chronic Bores.
As a dressing for old chronic sores
The unders'sned la prepared to there is nothing so good as Chamber
make trips to and from the celebrat- Iain's Salve. While It is not advisable
-- id s.'.rs entirely, they should
ed JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS. Any In- t3
formation desired can be secured ne Kept lu good condition, for which
from George H. Moore. No. 113 West this salve Is especially valuable. For
STAGE TO JEMEZ SPRINGS

Railroad avenue.
JAMES T. JOHNSTON.

sore nipples Chamberlain's Salve has
or sale by all drug
no superioi.
gists.

o
The picnic baskets for sale at the
Our ROUGH DRY work don't have
Mcintosh Hardware company's store
washed over. Imperial Laundry
ar Indispensable foi outing parties. to
1

Co.

We do it right.
Imperial Laundry Co.
A

ROUGH

DRY.

The picnic baskets for sale at the
Mcintosh Hardware company's store
Citizen Want aJ does the work. are Inditpensaile for outing parties.

ONE NiGHl

cross-examin-

Try a Citizen Want ad.

e

Citizen Want ads bring

result.
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That Wondrous and
Little Dutch Garden

ly

EVENING CITIZEN.

UNLOADING SALE

COAST

RETURNINGJFROM

Hattie Whitney.

W. T. McCREIGHT,
Business Manager.
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Party of Fourteen Arrived In

-

City Sunday .Morning From

passed by a garden, a little Dutch garden, .
Where useful and pretty thlngg grew;
Heartsease and tomatoes, and pinks and potatoes,
And lilies, and onions, and rue.
I
I saw In the 'garden, that little Dutch garden,
A chubby Dutch man with a spade,
And a rosy Dutch frau, with a shoe like a scow,
And a flaxen-haire- d
little Dutch ninld.
I

Advantageous Comparison
are Btill

The opponents of statehood In Arizona
asshouting themselves hoarse, uttering ever the same
will
pauper
Jointure
and
Is
a
Mexico
New
that
sertion
debts.
require them tossume and pay New Mexico'ssuspectEven the Copper Era, which would scarcely be
ed of Ignorance or malice, recently said: case of the adThe statehood bill provides that in
responsible
mission of Arizona the new state shall be
many of
as
and
counties,
various
the
of
debts
for the
bankrupt
the
practically
are
Mexico
the counties of New
pay this
people of Arizona would then be compelled to
burindebtedness, which would add materially to their
den of taxation.
well
This Is a plain statement in contravention of
the
assume
to
required
not
is
state
known facts. The
county debts, nor are any of the counties of New Mexico practically bankrupt. It is difficult to believe that
contrary when It
the Clifton Era did not know to the
penned the foregoing. Answering one part of the. Era's
error the Nogales Oasis says:
The foregoing from the Era Is a positive misstate
bill as
men. The Oasis has examined carefully thewith
re-- 1
line
a
find
not
can
congress
it
and
passed by
sard to county debts.
the
The Santa Fe New Mexican, however, answers capterritorial
at
the
publication
Its
detail,
ilbcl more In
to
ital and Its long occupation of the field ennabllng it
says:
It
book.
by
the
peak
MexIn addition, the debt of the territory of New sevico In actual figures Is $743,000. The debts of the
New
eral counties, with which, however, the territory of been
Mexico has nothing to do and which have never
as
assumed by the territory, amount to about $2,800,000,
colthe
in
heretofore
publications
shown by official
terumns of the New Mexican. On the other hand, the
of
the
counties
you,
the
not
of
mind
Arizona
ritory of
terlrtory, but the territory amounts to about one million dollars oner and above the entire debt of New
Mexico
Mexico and its several counties. Indeed, New
should be the real complainant In this matter. With
the several counties of
the exception of three counties, promptly
and are steatf- Interest
paying
the territory are
refunding
them at a
lly reducing their debts, or are
securiterritorial
Mexico
New
of
interest.
lower rate
cent,
per
six
to
four
from
of
premium
ties command a
It is high time that
and even more in financial markets.newspapers
and polstatehood
the Arizona awtl-joltwo terthe
of
debts
of
the
comparison
iticians drop the
in this
ritories Usually, comparisons are odious andcreditable
Arlzqna
and
to
odimis
certainly
case they are
to New Mexico.

There grew In that garden, that little Dutch garden,
Blue flag flowers lovely and tall.
And early blush roses and little pink posies,
But Oretchen was fairer than all.
My

heart's In that garden, that little
It tumbled right in as I passed;

Dutch

California.
G. W. HICKOX'S
A
t

garden;

'Mid wildering mazes of spinach and daisies,
And Gretchen is holding It fast.
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WeVe Too Much Clothing

TUNA

STORY

By Several Thousand Dollars. It
must be sold at some price. Go it
must. Don't confound this sale
with any of the many fake sales
now going on. So many stores at

party of fourteen Albuquerqueans,

who have been spending more or less
of the present summer days at differ-

ent California coast resorts, returned
to the city Sunday morning, one of
the party being Geo. W. Uickok, of
the Hickok-MaynarJewelry company, who has been at San Diego the
past two and
f
months.
Speaking of George Neher's fish
story, which appeared In these columns some time ago, Mr. Hlckok
said:
"That was pretty good, but we Albuquerqueans at San Diego saw some
great sport in the fishing line ourselves. I was in at tne death when
a 418 pound tuna was caught, and also
when a 208 pound and a 145 pound
tuna wern, caught.
I don't think the
famous Catallna Island tuna fishing
could beat some of San Diego's records in tuna fishing, and all of them
were caught o!7 Spreckel's wharf, too,
out of the bay. It wasn't necessary
to go out in the ocean to getvthem.
I also saw a
shark landed and
a
"yellow tail."
"A party of five of us chartered the
yacht 'Mephlsto,' and went out one
morning at 8:30 o'clock, returning at
4:15, with 250 ponds of fish, which
Is not so bad for a few hours fishing.
Probably tne most, sensational catch
made at San Diego while I was there,
end one that, so far as I know, has
never been duplicated anywhere along
the coast, was the catching of a
stingaree weighing over 85 pounds,
something heretofore unheard of, as
usually they are very small."
Others In the party returning Sunday morning from California coast resorts were Airs. E. J. Murray and four
children, Mr. and ..Irs. M. R. Otero
and daughter, Mrs. Ed Otero and
child. Mr. and Mrs. Al Frost and Mr.
and Mrs. Knight.

this season merely plow over their
stock and then tag the "weeds" with
clearance cards. Such sales are
paper sales and nothing more. You
will find here no tricks, no shams,
no strings tied to our many offers

d

one-nai-

Call and Get My Prices

M. MANBEILX

Fine Clothing and
Fine Clothing and
of Internal revenue,
Furnishings
Furnishing!
Is In Europe for the purpose of gathering information
alcouse
denaturized
ot
respecting the manufacture and
hol, with especial view to the framing of proper Instructions for carrying out the law passed on the subject
during the recent session of congress. While Great
Britain and most of the governments of Europe have
a simflar law and the article is in general use in them,
Germany being the one In which it is both produced
and used on a larger scale than elsewhere, his Investigations will be chiefly prosecuted there.
As the subject seems to be better understood, the
magnitude of the revolution which the new law will
work, in more ways than one, grows with the study of
it. At first it was objected to as class legislation intended to favor the production of alcohol for the benefit
of the distillers, by enabling them to sell more of it.
But this proves fallacious, inasmuch as alcohol for the
purpose of denaturizatlon, can be made more cheaply
and out of many more substances than the grain used
In the distillation of spirits as beverages, so that there
will be no benefit conferred by the law upon such class.
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
On the contrary. It Is quite sure that the benefit will be
to no particular class of persons, but to the people at
Spelter.
large. It will benefit the farmers in all sections of the
st, fj:uls, Mo., July 31. Spelter,
many
country by enabling them to derive a profit from
dull: $5.92V6.
vegetable substances which now go to waste or cannot
St. Louia Wool Market.
be utilized profitably. Besides this, it will insure the
Si. Louis, Mo!, July 31. Wool mar
production of a substance better adapted for lighting, ket,
steady; unchanged.
United heating and for use as a fuel for motor or other gas
Chas. E. Llnney, section director of the
folthe
gives
M.,
N.
Fe,
Santa
gas
products
bureau,
or
Metal Market.
the
engines, than natural or artificial
States weather
territory of petroleum and similar substances.
New York, July 31. Copper and
It may prove a
lowing summary of weather conditions In the
competitor In the market with the products of the lead, quiet 'and unchanged.
during the week ended July 30:
the Standard Oil company and others in the same trade,
In the northern counties the temperature of
Provision Market.
down
Chicago, 111., July 31. Closing quobut this will be legitimate and be a healthy check to the
week averaged nearly normal, the heat being kept
tations:
exactions under which the people have long suffered.
by considerable cloudiness. Santa Fe had Just normal
Wneat May. 72V, Sept.,
Some Idea of the revolution which this beneficent
temperature. In the southern counties, however, the
July, 49; Sept., 49.
temperature has been high, maximum temperatures In piece of legislation will cause may be gathered from a Corn
Oats July, 30; Sept., 30.
southall
practically
fcnown
on
prevailing
at
gallon
per
$1.10
100
The
tax
degrees
of
facts.
fewwell
excess of
Pork Sept., $16.75.
for the commercial alcohol has rendered Its use for power, fuel
ern valley stations. At El Paso the average most
Lard July, $8.65; Sept., I8.72V&-Ribor
Week exceeded the normal 3 degrees a day, and
and light prohibitive, although for these uses it can be
July and Sept., $8.97 V4.
the heat of the week. manufactured for less than ten cents a gallon. With
the southern stations mention
Chica Live Stock.
.inrt wither has prevailed and thundeistorms theaJt off, it an be sold profitably at a slight sdvanc
Chicago, 111., July 31. Cattle recounties
northeast
the
dally.
In
gasoline
supplant
to
both
figure,
enabling
It
over
almost
this
have continued
elsewhere and kerosene, than which It Is cleaner and safer. Po- ceipts, 4,nj0; market, steady; strong;
these have been heavy in many (localities, but
'3.75 6.35; cows and heifers,
the tatoes, beets, corn, the stalks as well as the grain, and beeves,
especially
$l.255.30; stockers and feeders, save and to be economical.
they were generally light, and this was
valleys,
Texans,
$4.005.00f;
the waste of molasses factories can be utilized for mak- $2.504.25;
case in the lower Pecos and lower Rio Grande
ell them how to save and how to
ing pure alcohol with which to run engines, cook meals, calves, $5.uo6.75.
where rain is again needed.
Sheep
receipts, 18,000; market,
Albuquerque University of New Mexico Showers and to heat and light houses. Sugar and starch, when strong;
be economical. In order to sucsheep,
lambs,
$3.9o5.35;
Inch. The days fermenting, yield about half their weight in absolute albave been frequent. amountiPg g
$4.50
7.60.
tem-6ceed at saving money, there must
PLEASANTLY SITUATED.
h
the weight of potatoes, nearly
cohol. About
have been partly cloudy, but warm, (be Jnest
be system in saving.
s
h
Stock Market.
the weight of corn, and almost
decrees and the lowest t dPST?68'
EASY TO REACH.
New York, July '4x. Closing quoLittle things that attract childEl Paso United States Weather Bureau The mean that 01 tne sugar beet ar9 fermentable sugars and tations on stocks:
RELIEVES PAIN.
temperature of the week was 84 degrees, or 3 degrees starches.
ren and which prove to be of no
Atchison preferred,
Atchison,
degrees
89
BUILDS UP' THE SYSTEM.
bove tbe normal. The highest was
The agricultural department Is of the opinion that 100H; New York Central, 137; Pennworth, should be turned aside.
apcommercial
cloudiness
G9
source
of
sylvania,
Pacific,
Some
this
degrees.
prove
Southern
chief
potato
will
130V.
the
the
nA lie lowest was
CURES RHEUMATISM.
ocMost of the real pleasure of thiB
alcohol. A yield of 300 bushels per acre will produce 4 V. Union Pacific, io2; Union Papeared from day to day and two thunderstorms
Cop
Amalgamated
93;
clc preferred,
CURES KIDNEY AILMENTS.
'
life comes from things that cost
255 gallons of alcohol for running motors and other encurred, amounting to 0.19 inch.
per, 101; United States Steel, 40;
Lag Vegas Wm. Curtiss Bailey Thunderstorms gines, and for heating, lighting and cooking. The kind
CURES DIABETES.
little.
107.
nlted States Steel preferred,
the week of potatoes best adapted for this purpose is a variety
I'
MM.
have continued dally, the precipitation of been
to
take
learn
soon
will
The
child
CURES INDIGESTION.
modgrown in some parts of Europe for cattle food, from
Kansas City Live Stock.
mountlng to 0.82 Inch. Temperatures have
pleasure in saving money. Saving
highest which it is thought 500 gallons of alcohol per acre can be
Kansas Ctty. Mo., July 31. Cattle
The
occurred.
.
cloudiness
CURES DROPSY.
considerable
as
erate
receipts, 11,000; market, steady; namoney is a hajlt a good habit;
was 90 degrees and the lowest B0 degrees, while the produced, simple portable distilling apparatus being used tive steers, $3.90g 6.15;
southern
In the field or near by which will dispense with the
temperature for the week averaged 70 degrees.
and one that should be formed
steers, $2.75 4.40; southern cows,
ThunderBureau
of the bulky crops. Corn stalks if hartransportation
Weather
tates
United
2.00
Fe
ACCOMMODATIONS
3.25; native cows and heifers,
FIRST
Santa
early in life.
the station, vested before they become dry contain large quantities 2.00 5.25; stockers and feeders,
storms have continued dally at or near toamounting
CLASS.
to of sugar and starch, enough to produce 100 gallons of
Successful men succeeded by
2564.50; bulls, $2.00 4.00;, calves,
the precipitation, however, being light,
temperature alcohol per acre, while the
of the stalks, it 2.60 5. 50; western fed steers, $3.50
in saving something out
persisting
0.17 Inch for the week. Nearly normal
5.80 ;
western fed cows, $2.50)
See Santi Fe Agent for 'round
prevailed, the average being 67 degrees. The highest is estimated, will pay the cost of distillation.
income.
of
their
.25.
All of such alcohol will, of course, have to be dewas 84 degrees and the lowest was 55 degrees. Conmarket,
Sheep receipts, 6.000;
rates, good for thirty days.
trip
naturized in order to permit its being used as commer steady; muttons, $4.505.50; lambs.
siderable cloudiness occurred.
COMMERCE
OF
cial spirits, by mixing with It a certain percentage of $5.507.50; range wethers, $4.50
THE BANK
5.00.
5; fed ewes, $4.t
wood "alcohol which will render it unfit for drinking
NEW MEXICO
ALBUQUERQUE,
The law passed by congress makes it the duty of the
SCREEN TIME IS COMING.
The following very pleasing facts are taken from commissioner of Internal revenue
to determine the
the Weekly Financial Review, by Henry Clews, the proper amount to be used and to prescribe the regula
Window ccreens, 7 cents per foot.
A. C. BILICKE AND JNO. S. MITCHELL INVITE THEIR FRIENDS TO
New York banker. The date of the Review tions necessary to make the act effective in all its de
A home made door, with trimmings,
A
MAKE NEW MEXICO HEADQUARTERS AT THE
Is July 28:
tails. In the discussion of the subject in congress 20 for $1.25.
We are making window screens all
Loans remain at record breaking figures, due to the per cent was mentioned as the proportion of wood alco
AND THEN A HOME OWNER
and as strong as
tremendous expansion in both business and banking re- hoi needed for this purpose, but in Europe a much less mortised together,
A
7 cents a square foot.
door,
for
PROVIDE FOR THE FUTURE
sources. Bank reserves as a whole In the United States quantity is held sufficient. In Germany 10 per cent Is screen door,
or
that
re in a reasonably good shape, the percentage ot legal found effective, while In Great Brifain alcohol is made will outlast any door shipped in here
Courtesy and attention to
Your friendship and patronage is appreciated.
reserve in the central reserve cities being about 25.95, undrlnkable by the addition of 5 per cent of wood alcohol from the cast, togetner witn trim
guests is a pleasure to us.
or higher than at any other time Bince last January. The and a still smaller proportion of naphtha. Dr. Wiley mines, for $1.25.
we make: tne regular snop made
national treasury is in a position and willing to render chief of the government bureau of chemistry, recom screen
We opened for subscription July 1, HOLLENBECK HOTEL AND CAFE BETTER THAN EVER.
LOCATION
doors that have always cost, a tiew
(he market considerable aid In case of stringency, while mends 10 per cent of wood nlcol.ol and 1 per cent of heretofore,
aeries of monthly payment sav$2.00 to $2.25. for $1.50.
AND DESIRABLE.
CONVENIENT
$1
per
month
stock;
Installment
ings
permit
will
bonds
$30,000,000
Panama
canal
greater
issue
of
pyridine.
the
The more the subject is studied the
SUPERIOR LUMBER AND will carry a $200 share.
an Increase of a corresponding amount in circulation by the possibilities it presents as a great national benefit
PLANING MILL CO.
New Mexico people spending the Summer on the beaches are welcome to
Also a series or prepaid investment
the national banks. So, the home monetary outlook is affecting favorably all parts of the country. And, on
feel at home In our hotel when visiting Los Angeles.
stock paying 6 per cent Interest, on
much brighter than for several months.
this view of the subject the visit of Commissioner
deposits of $100 and upwards.
prom
eminently
Our export trade is in all respects
Yerkes seems a most judicious one, as he will profit by
Liberal withdrawal privileges on all DEPOT AND BEACH LINE CARS STOP AT THE HOLLENBECK DOOR.
ising. European crops are running about 10 per cent it in the formulation of the best system of instructions
stock.
We will loan you money to buy or
below the average, which means that the United States for carrying out the law, while the people will also
build you a home at once, if you be
la sure of a good demand for its surplus grain at satis- derive great benefit from his practical observations of
come a stockholder.
factory prices. Activity In the cotton Industry abroad the manufacture of the new product.
cotton.
foreign
demand for American
insures good
The
Building and Loan
At home, the outlook is as promising as at any time
A WISE OLD FROG.
during "the last five years. Our crops are making exof Albuquerque
One day a couple ot my friends were sitting on the
Association
cellent progress. Everything points to an ample yield of river bank when they heard the cry of a frog In dis
Established In 1888.
cotton and fair prices for it. Reports concerning the tress. Following the direction from which the wound
ROOM 19, GRANT BLOCK.
Per Gallon
justidoing
well
and
crop
splendid.
is
are
Corn
wheat
came they discovered a snake in the act of swallowing a
horl-son
H. H. TILTON,
Special Price on Large Orders
fies the expectations of a big crop. The business
frog.
Just then another frog, evidently attracted by
Secretary.
is almost cloudless, and the country Is as sure as It the distrebsing cries of its mate in jeopardy, hopped
Delivered to any part of the city
Furnished
Any Information Desired
could be of another good year. A good harvest Is once up to the scene of action. For a moment it sot blink
more (as always) the saving factor.
lug at the tucmy, then leaped forward, seized the snake
Nat Goodwin's Great Success
The by the
Our railroads are enjoying great prosperity.
neck and tugged it into the liver. The wate
Phone Colo. Red 92
a
was
city
New
York
bonds
low price realized on the
quickly poured between the make's distended jws and
disappointment, but might have been expected In view It was, of course, compelled to release its victim
of the conditions. New York city has been borrowiug order to escape drowning. This It promptly did, an
Ml
too freely. The bond market Is already badly congested the liberated frog ran away with its plucky mate whil
LOOKS GOOD TO
and capital can find safe and much more profitable In- the baftllnl snake wriggled as bett it could to the shore
J
An Entrancing
a
vestment than In city 4 per cent bonds at a little above
Woman's Home Journal.
par.

John

W. Yerkes, commissioner
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STRONG IN DEATH.
According to a preliminary report of the Interstate
Chief
Cannibal
Have you any last message tlni
commerce commission, the gross earnings of the railyou wish to have sent home?
0
approximately
covering
States,
United
of
the
roads
g
Female Yes, I have. I'on't let 111
miles of road, will probably show for the fiscal year
know.
Translated for Tales from Met gen
ended June 30, an increasu of 10 per cent over the $2,073- dorfer Blatter.
000,000 earned in 1905. This will prove a banner year
tor American railroads. The offlclul figures will not be
TOO AMBITIOUS.
available for all the roads for months yet, but the In-- i
"I loe the ground you walk on!"
creases I bat have been shown month after month give
"You want the earth." Cleveland Leader.
'reason to expert the 10 per cent increase.
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morning and are spending the day
kinds of babies, among tnem Mn
VEGAS AFTER
Day before yester- TRAIN NO. 22 KILLS
In Albuquerque.
flrtt, second and third prizes for the
day they walked down the canyon,
prettiest babies in the
which resulted In a lammes by which
class: first, second and third prixes
GAMBLING FRATERNITY they will be recognized today They
UNKNOWN MEXICAN
tha year old cluss;
ND ADVISORY BOARD for the best in finest,
left Birmingham cn July 7.
twtnx.
prir.es for the
party
Mr.
are
In the
and Mrs. F. G.
under a year old: prizes for the finest
Alexander, Air. and Mrs. Rose Owen.
twins, irrespective oi age: prizes for
age;
Meeting Held to Perfect Or .jrs. C. Zuber, Miss Vera Walker, Appearances Are That the
looking baby of any
We have on sale a large lot of
Annual Fair the finest
Of Twenty-Sixt- h
Miss Minnie Smith, Miss Miller, Miss
prizes for the finest dressed baby;
J. G. Whitfield. Miss lfrntscel. Miss
ganization to Do Away
prizes for prettiest eyes, and. In fact,
. Man Went to Sleep
Holds Enthusiastic MeetBelle Comer, Miss Annie Henley, Miss
prizes enough to almost assure every
With Evil.
Lewis. Mrs. M. N. Due. Miss Due,
on Track.
mother entering her baby of winning
ing Last Night.
Miss Clara Burgle, and the Misses
some prize.
Rainbow.
O. W. Strong's Sons have cntrni-utea fine baby carriage, AIIrt JUDGE MILLS AGAINST GAMES
DOG STAYED WITH MASTER
MANY FEATURES DISCUSSED
8ome of them Jutt enough to covsr
Faber has donated a fine brass bed,
THINGS DOING IN
and other merchants will make donaa small bed room or sitting room-Ing- rain,
"Don't gamble."
BASE BALL CIRCLES
'Owing to a large number of the di- tions to be used as prizes.
F. W. Lynch, representing the
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outing In the Jemex mountains. Their
take steps for the formation of a the game Inst year. It's strange that a standstill," said Mr. Lynch, in tells at the beginning of tne project combined trout catch was 1,262 and to
Manager McCanna read a number Thelan says he ate so many of ,theni good government club, which will a town would go to such extremes ing of the accident, "and as I looked
f:r its principal object the ulti- about such things.
of letters he had received from dif- that he awakens In the night thinking have
out of the window, I saw three men
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that they were moving along nicely etor of the Ixs Lunas flour mill, Is In
has sold his fine leaving the. little dog to guard the
Barnett.
botn
territories."
and harmoniously, thus assuring
the city today.
to R. T. Purge, remains."
farm
Roswell
of
east
The
on
to state the who
Jurist tnen went
one of the "best ever" for
Mr. Lynch added that he :;iou?ht
Max Nordhaus, representing Chas.
recently moved there from Beauthe twenty-sixtannual territorial Ilfeld & Co., wholesale merchants of remedy for the evils. He told how it mont. Tex., and who has purchased t.ie man had gone to slee
on the
could be effectually stamped out by
fair.
property In Roswell and tracks, while under the lnf!; nee of
Albuquerque, arrived from the south
exorbitantly considerable
Col. Borradaile, superintendent
of this morning and continued north to city councils enacting
:
vicinity.
ces he
land consists of 100 liquor, as from all sppea-the baby show, stated that it was Las Vegas. Mr. Nordhaus had been high licenses, or how, by electing the acres, and The
the price paid was $o,000. was lying down when struck.
decided to hold the baby show in the on a goods selling trip on the Santa right men to the legislature, territor- or 350 per acre.
Colo. Phone Blk 93
Auto. Phone 292
ial laws could be passed that would
Casino building, during fair week, Fe Central
The Barnett home Is well known as ALL IN READINESS FOR
and Rock Island railways effectually put a stop to the evil.
which plan met with approval. The
The other day The Evening cftlzen
Plans were formulated for the per- one of the best firms In the Pecos
committee having the flower and the
AUSTIN ENCAMPMENT
city of fecting of an organization to do away valley. Twelve years ago Mr. Barnett
trades display parade in hand stated mentioned the return to thisdaughter,
with the evil and another meeting took up the raw lnnd and has turned
that prizes of $100 for the best and Mrs. T. B. Clements and her
It Into a Pecos valley paradise.
He
125 for the second best decorated Miss Josie, from their visit to Texas. time was set for a future date. Other
has taken special Interest In it and PROVISIONAL BATTALION FROM
float would be ottered, and a first Mrs. Clements states that the lower speakers of the occasion were C. W. has everything about the farm In the
NEW
MEXICO
REGULARS,
prize of $75 and second prize of $25 altitude of the "Lone Star" state did G. Ward, Jas. G. McNary, and others. lest of condition. The Improvements
LOUISIANA AND ARIZONA
Miss Josie a great deal of good, and
for the best decorated private rigs.
MILITIA ALSO TO BE
consist principally of an elegant brick
The Jersey exhibit is coming along she returns hale and hearty.
AT AUSTIN.
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D.,
S. Munro,
Adjutant General Tarkmgton
The matter of Indian dances
left the city
has
alfalfa. The orchard consists of four
tention also. It was decided to have day afternoon for Albuquerque, after
thousand apple trees that are eleven written officers of the First Regiment,
Anderson-Albrighdances different from anything ever delivering several lectures to the phy
years
and in fine bearing condi- National Guard, that he will arrive
Miss lone Albright, daughter of tion. old
witnessed at former fairs, and to se- siclans in this city on "Suggestive
The water on the iplace Is se In tuis city Wednesday night, or
Furniture, Crockery, Stoves
Ccunty
Airs.
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George
F.
and
cure the services of Indians not form- Therapeutics." The lectures were ex
cured from an artesian well and rights Thursday night, to be on hand to
evening,
Albright,
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o'clock,
8:30
at
erly seen here.
supervise the loading of the territorThis feature, no cellent, and the doctor is one of the
Steel Ranges,
in the North Spring River diich.
doubt, will attract many lovers of the best authorities on the subject in the became the wife of Ward D. Anderson,
Mr. Burge, the purchaser, will fur- - ial troops onto the special train of
well
young
gentleman
a
known
of the
Indian ways and customs.
Improve the place at once with tourist and Pullman sleepers that will
country.
city. The ring ceremony was symbol- tner
Many other features were discussed
a large barn and will stock It with carry them, via tne Santa Fe route
big
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ized.
W.
John
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Barron,
paster
of some hign grade animals, from Ken and Newton, Kas., t3 the encampment
and it is evident that, on the whole, rived last evening
117 Gold Avenue
and the work of the Congregational church, performed tucky.
annual territorial fair installing
the twenty-sixtTne Barnett place Is Just two at Austin, Texas.
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will be the best ever.
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men and three officers
menced immediately, Charles M. Top- - the marriage a supper was servea. miles ast of Roswell.
from Company O, this city, and tmlrty
liff, representing
he J. W. Steere & There were no invitaitnos issued to KILL THE DOGS ANj
men and two officers from Company
JOTTINGS'FROM
Don't Dispute with
Woman,
Co.'s music house of Springfield, the marriage, and only the immediate
SAVE THE HOGS. E, Old Albuquerque, win make up the
Mass., being expected to arrive at members of the two families were
contingent
adEspecially,
from
city,
this
in
and
he
if
tells
who
recently
CIRCLES
POLICE
J. P. Porter,
taken
70a to order
has
once to superintend the lntallatlon present. , The newly married couple
dition tno troops from Las Cruces
sack of
a
was
In
ranch
town,
of
west
Estancia
will
which will probably take three weeks.
make their home at No. 509 South the other day, and reported
EMPRESS FLOUR.
the loss and Silver City will come here to enDOG CATCHER WARD ALLEGES
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. McKee and son Hfth street, where, after September of a fine hog on Saturday, says fhe train. The special soldier train win
excuse, (U you should fto
no
Make
ASSAULT WITH WORDS BUT
left last night for Eureka, Calif., loth, they will be "at home" to their News. He had been away from the leave here on the mcrnlng of August
get the order), that 70a could not
many
friends.
3,
post
up
will
pick
Mr.
and
McKee
where
accepted
a
Santa
has'
Fe
the
IS DISCREDITED BY OWN
and upon returning In the
flnvt It, for every flrstrctaM
grow
genuine Albuquerque ranch,
-...
on one of ' Tne ?ride ll?
tion as machinist-operatevening round eeverai uons in his troop at Lamy, and Troop A at La
WITNESSES
bandies EMPRESS. You Trill always
OTHER
the daily papers there. His position young lady, ihaving been born and hog pen, devouring one of his fine Vegas.
find good bread, good blaaiits, goo
In this city, while the groom
CASES HEARD THIS
A dispatch from Camp Mabry, at
on The Evening Citizen has been filled raised very
Duroc hogs. The pen snowed that
pastry and most Important of SH.
came
being
near
an
Albuquerque
MORNING.
Austin,
regulars
states
that all the
by Thomas Hughes, who, with his
hog had put up a go-fight, tout
good cheer to greet you when yens
product, he coming to this city with the
wife, returned to the city from Pueblo' his
the uogs were too many, and being are now in camp there, and that the
- come borne for your dinner.
Try tt.
parents
years
only
when
five
of
reports
militia,
Ixniisiana
all
notwithfamished, bad begun eating the
Police court headquarters in the Colo., last Sunday night.
age. They were lovers when at school half
Is
FLOUR
EmprsM
EMPRESS
the
standing,
f
will
be sent to the Austin
city building was crowded this mornDr. A. L. Mahaffey has received a in their younger days, and their mar- porker before it vis more than half maneuvers.
all others.
It is Intended to give
Mr. Porter tried his best to
dead
ing when Police Judge Crawford en- telegram from Jamestown. N. Y., giv riage
last night brought to an
dispatch some of the canines, but as all the troops mobilizing at Austin
The ing the information that his cousin. long and happy courtship. Theend
tered for the morning round-uCitifirst case was that of an Italian wom- (Mrs. Saylor Knapp, nee Miss Camp- - zen extends its congratulations to Mr. darkness was against him, he does practicalgetexperience the same as they
in actual time of war. In
an, who complained that one Louis ueu, naa presented ner nusuand witn and Mrs. Anderson, and wishes them not know whether he was successful would
addition ta the regulars and the
,
or not.
.
Wholesale Agent Albuquerque, N. K.
Clifford, a boy probably 13 years old, a bouncing baby boy. The happy hus- a prosperous, happy married life.
There are a lot of worthless curs Ixniisiana militia there will be a prohad insulted her. She also stated that band is a son of Mrs. A. H. Knapp,
in the country which are of no use visional battalion from New Mexico
English, and a brother of Mrs. M. W. Flournoy
.
she could not understand
to themselves and much less to their and the Arizona militia there also.
which did not make It clear how she and Mrs. Twelvetrees of this city.
Yesterday morning. Miss
Mary owners, that ought to be tninned out. The camp will remain open until Sepunderstood that she had been insulted,
The New Mexican says: Mr. and Whiting, ward of Major H. R. Whit- If a rancher has any use for a dog, tember 30.
inasmuch as Clifford speaks a good Mrs. P. .A. Hayden of Albuquerque,
ing and wife, and Albert F. Garcia, let him feed and keep him around
With the militia camps established
brand of English. Clifford, however, accompanied by their baby boy, ar- well known residents of Albuquerque, the house, where
And Careful Dispensing, go to
he may do some throughout the United States, and the
admitted that he had said he had a rived in the city yesterday
will were' married at St. Phillip's church, goad.
But dispense with the worth- seven brigade camps for the regular
Busy Little Drug Store .
The
notion to "knockt her block off," or be the guests the remainder and
of the in the ancient plaza, in the presence less cur. Hogs are too scarce in this lars, it would seem that the troops of
words' to that effect, because she
the United States, both regulars and
summer of Mrs. Hayden's parents, Mr. of many friends. A bounteous cona valley to be killed by stioa.
West Railroad Avenue
at
his mother. Clifford was given and Mrs. H. S. DuVal. Mr. Hayden tion was spread at the residence of
state troops, would get much valuable
a severe lecture and sent home.
the bride, and partaken of by nearly
experience. Some alarmists profess
Not "Ain't Yo' Is Yo?" '
Is connected with a large sewing maa hundred guests.
The wedding
chine company as a sales agent.
coon, but evi- to see, in this mobilization of regular
He was a
breakfast was succeeded by a recep- dently wise. little black
and state troops, signs of war, but
John A. Logan was the next victim,
Dr. D. O. Norton, who left the city tion;
and In the evening the happy
accused by Cl. Ward, the dog catch- the other evening for El Paso, It is
all ain't got no flshln' poles for there Is but little credence placed in
"Yo'
er, with an atsault with words. Ward learned today, has left Albuquerque couple were serenaded by the band a nickel. Is yo ? ' he asked of a well such observations by the practical military student.
stated that Ijogan had applied all the for (pod. He enjoyed a pretty fair of the First Keglment of Infantry, known dealer In such goods.
undignified epithets in the cussers' practice during his two years' stay of the New Mexico National Guard,
"We iiaven't, eh?" exclaimed the
117 West Railroad Avenue
Telephones.
vocabulary to him, and produced sev- here, and from a friend it is learned, of whicu Mr. Garcia is a memlr. dealer, determined to "Jolly" the coon ANNUAL MEETING OF EAGLE8. Both
Dancing
to
followed.
Both
iartles
eral witnesses
to substantiate his accumulated several thousand dollars.
a little, "how do you know we ain't?"
IT IS TIME TO 8MOKE. .
story. Great was the surprise and in- He will visit several southwestern this long looked for wedding have
"Aw," exclaimed the little fellow, in Annual Session, Grand Aerie, Frafriends
hosts
rejoice
their
ternal Order of Eagles, Milwauat
who
of
dignation of Ward when his own wit- towns before selecting nis future place
disgust. "I didn't ask yo'
tone
a
of
felicity. Manuel A. Garcia, a brother ain't yo', I asked yo' is yo'."
kee, Wis., August 14 to 18.
nesses said they had failed to hear of residence.
For tne above occasion the Santa
of the groom, and his wife, Mrs. Jose
It will be a pleasurable time If
any of the "cuss words." Logan was
Owing to the heat of the summer phine Garcia, were spensorte.
Fe will sell tickets to Milwaukee for
The
Lily cigar is between yoo
White
dismissed.
A
NEW
SHOW EVERY WEEK.
and the tendency to feverish maladies oride was tastefully gowned and was
$47.10 for the round trip. Tickets on
teeth, its aroma titillating your nosconsequent thereto.
City Physician the recipient of many presents.
August 11. iZ and 13, 190C. Final
sale
Juan Candelaria was up next. Juan Cams Issues a timely warning to evtrils. "Smoke up." but If 70U care
Manager Davis, of the Penny Par- limit, August 23.
had been drunk the night before. He eryone to boil all the water used for
lor, 216 H South Second street, anT. E. PUriDY.
anything about real smoking enjoyINSANE
WAGON
DRIVER
ambled Into court, a foig, fat farmer, whatsoever purposes, and more espenounces a change of program, new
Agent A. T ., f; S. F. Ry.
ment, light up a fragrant White Lily,
sleeves rolled up, and pleaded guilty
pictures and new songs every Satur
that used for drinking purposes,
RUNS DOWN CHILD day
and call .life worth living. Fire cents
to plain drunk, the court letting him icially
you
A
morning.
advertising
a
want
In
show
whole
results
If
for
which, while there has been but little
each
or S2 for a box of fifty.
down with that charge, in spite of the sickness so far
penny.
ad.
Evening
try
Citizen
want
an
-i
this summer, is exfact that he was also charged with cellent advice.
The
son of Mr. and Mrs.
Jostling women and children on the
L. B. Crawford, of 324 South Arno
the registrar of street,
street, as it appeared that this was theHon. M. R. Ou-rowas run down by a light delivUnited
office
land
Santa
States
at
Candelaria's first offense against the Fe, who spent
ery wagon at 9:45 o'clock this morn
Long
vacation
his
at
city's laws. He paid $5 and departed Beach. Oal.,
1134 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE
and who accompanied ing and badly frightened, but not ser
for his ranch.
Mrs. Otero; his son, Edward F. Otero, iously injured. Parties who saw the
daughter, Mrs. olan, to this city, accident say that the driver of the
213 WEST RAILROAD AVE.
The next case was a land suit, and again
reported for duty at his of- - wagon acted either drunk or Insane
brought to Judge Crawford's court on has
flee in Santa Fe. The family had a He paid no attention to the child be
&
a change of venue from Precinct 9. A
delightful visit to southern Cali- fore he got to it, seemed to be look
large numler of natives were in court most
ing at the sky when the wagon struck
fornia. They left Hon. and Mrs.
to testify to the different merits of
the child and drove on without stopLuna at Los Angeles.
1JLTTTKK NUT
FIND L.INE OF
the case. The cause In question was I W. A. Walker,
ping to see whether or not It was hurt
demwas
who
the
title to a piece or land situated in
although people driving nearby who
AD
postmaster
CAKES
IKE
Albuquerque
of
ocratic
The telephone preserves your
The telephone makes the
Precinct 9.
years ago, is here visiting friends. Mr. saw that an accident was Imminent
Home-Madon
Always
Better
Hand.
Than
health, prolongs your life and
duties lighter, ths cares less,
Walker, with his wife, now resides in yelled at him before the child was
BABY SHOW TO BE
Los Angeles. He has been. to Texas struck and after it was struck. The
protects your home.
worries
fewer.
the
and
identity or this drunk or insane iierson
and Louisana on a visit to relatives could
All City and Outside Orders Promptly Attended to
Inbe
ONE OF THE FEATURES and
not
The
child's
learn'd.
friends, and stopped over In this
of a scratch on the nose
Q
IN YOUR
HOME
YOU NEED A TELEPHONE
city on bis return to Ixis Angeles. Mr. juriesa consist
few bruises.
OF THE TWENT SIXTH ANNUAL 'Walker is enjoying good health and and
PAIR
0
has been very successful since leav-- i
COMMITTEE WORKBIRMINGHAM BELLES
ING HARD
lug this city.
MANY PRIZES
OFFERED.
The Holbrook Argus says: "The in-- I
VISIT ALBUQUERQUE
'
fant son of Mr. and Mrs. Adolf Schus
m
Col. John Borradaile, superintend- ter died iu Los Angeles Saturday of
From IliniiinKham, Ala., to Port-lau'Agent For
ent of the Kaby show, to lie held one
fever. Mr. and Mrs. Schuster
Ore., via I nver, Sail Lake City
Finest Whiskies
day during fair week, and the com- have a host of friends here who exPark,
Yellowstone
and
hack
again
and
mittee having this icature of the fair tend their heartfelt sympathy to them
f
via San Francisco, j,os Angeli-s- ,
the
in charge, are working hard on the in uieir great loss."
Wines, Brandies. Etc. J
The
Gi aiirl t'any. n ami Albuquerque, is the
proposition, and are getting things in parents are well known in bereaved
BARNETT,
city
Prop'f.
this
'
JOSEPH
eighteen
a
of
party
trip
Birmingham
All kinds of coin machines sold or placed on commission. Amuseand are related to Mr. and Mrs. Max
snaie to make it a grand snores').
yomii! lailles are taking In a private
It has been proposed to h Id the Schuster.
nient nickel and penny machines, trade j rodiirers, money machines;
SAMPLE AND 0
Friends here sympathize Pullman. und r the guardlaubhip of
large profits on small Investments, investia'ion Invited.
show in the Casino, but as yet the -- mi mem
Avenue
ROOMS
CLUB
Railroad
West
in their bereavement.
Mr. and Mrs. K. (i. Alexander, of the
exact day has not ueen set. There
PENNY PARLOR, 216'2 South Second Street, Albuquerque, N. M.
A'.aliatiia
metroiKilis.
will be many prizes offered fur all
Try a Citizen Want ad.
They arrived from the canyon tills
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Mills Novelty Company

the stock of High Grade Flour purchased
from ClarkvilleProduce Co. at Less than cost,
,m,me?se stock of Hay and Grain.You can make money by
nuS!incfLOUr
Buy now' as stock is limited and won't
U2,s
J.
WsMnn J1? th?llUpp,y
price.
W. FEE, 602-60- 4
Both Phones
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TO THE
LADIES:
to
here

wash and lrou. Bend your
too warm
weather is
Shirt Waists and White Dresses to us. We will laundry them correctly and will deliver them to you la a nice box they will not b
crushed or wrinkled. Domestic or gloss finish.
Back of Poetofflce.
Call ths Red Wagons,
Auto., 819, Colo, Red 148.
Hot

Imperial Laundry Co,
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AMERICA'S GREATEST ADVOCATE OF PEACE ON EARTH, CON- BURTON, TELLS ABOUT THE DISARMAMENT
MOVEMENT HERE AND ABROAD.

UNIVERSAL PEACE
GRESSMAN

x- -x
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RATON HAS A
THOMAS AUTOMOBILE.
H. A. Ensign, president
of the
.

Bpeclal Correspondence.
Washinjtton, D. C, July 31. "I regret that the United Slates hag not
Bet a better example In this matter.
Our nation Is big enough and strong
enough tJ stanu for the superiority of
reason to mere torce. I believe that
!we should take the lead In reducing
our armament in calling a malt to the
extravagant and Interminable preparations for war.
The speaker was the Hon. Theo. E.
Burton, representative in congres of
district. Ohio, chairthe twenty-firs- t
man of tne house committee on livers
and harli rs. sod a delegate to the
InterpHrllamentary
union,
.World's
which meets at Westminister palace,
London, tois summer. Mr. Burton will
at the convention voice American
sentiment in behalf of universal peace.
"Do 1 consider it possible that war
may eventually le done away with?"
The speaker stretched himself In
his chair, and, clasping his hands
behind his head, let his eye wander
about the litter of books and papers
toy which 'he was surrounded.
The
Interview had come a an Interruption to a long session with the proofs
of a life of John Siierman which Is
to appear In the American Statesmen series.
"I have every confidence In the ultimate' success of the present movement, Mr. Burton replied. "The indications pointing to success are
many.
The nations of the world
re beginning to see that something
must be done. Even the most hardy
are appalled at tnejprospect which
opens before them. ""Each year the
cost of new naval and army equipment mounts by the millions, with no
apparent unitt in eight. And .s
at a time when the wbole world Is
ipractioally at peace. The burden Is too
much."
Congressman Burton instanced me
building of the mammoth new battle ship Dreadnaught, by Great Britain
and the prospect that the navies of
the world may be rendered obsolete
by that event, calling attention to the
effort of congress, in the session just
ended, tor appropriate for a fighting
machine of even greater dimensions
and cost.
"Yes, I fought that item in the
naval apropriatlon bill." Mr. Burton
went on. "And I am glad to say,
the outcome was a defeat, for tne!
time being, at least, for that project.
"The fact; is, we do not need a great
navy unless there Is a combination
of all European powers against tne
United states, and waat Is more un-- t
likely, if there were a combination of
all these ipowers, we could not pro-- j
vide a navy which could cope with
them without such a change In txilltie-- !
1, social and
economic conditions as
would be absolutely appalling to us.
"What is the reason, then, for this
great expenditure of over a hundred
million of dollars an amount approaching the total tnat Is expended
for the strictly civil Bide of the government? It means that we are declaring to the world that we are going
o enter into a field entirely different
from that which we have occupied in
tne past; that we are striving to dom- -

Raton Water Wcrks company, re- .
... .
nnlvnj
i
..,, iis auioiiioiMie,
recently oraer-tu. ii is tne largest ana most powerful machine received at Raton. It is
made by E. R. Tnomas, Buffalo, N. Y.,
and Its engines are rated at fifty
.
Nearly all the youngsters in Raton have been enjoying
rides in It the past few days.
.
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MEW MEXICO

GOING DEEPER IN
EARTH FOR OIL.
The Home Oil company of Rosweil,

composed of Roswell people, has de
cided to drill a deeper weP cn their
property east of the Pecos river, as
soon as the contract can be let and
the work started. This decision was'
reached after a cartful Investigation
of all circumstances.
The well will!
be at least 1,500 feet deep. Three
i firms have bid for the work of drill-- !
, .
... . .
.
a
tne
Ml I
ue lei uy ic;
u. mo voiuraci
win
last of the week.
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ALBUQUERQUE

TREMENDOUS CLOUD BURST
ON THE VERMEJO.
The other afternoon the country on
the Vermejo from Dawson southeast
for several miles was visited by the
heaviest downpour vt rain known In
that section in a number of years,
says the Stockman.
The Vermejo
was very high, and small streams and
aroyas were more than bank full, all
running wild as a result of the rapid
rise. Some smau bridges were destroyed and others badly damaged.
At the Acorn ranch of the Bryant-HustoCattle company, there was a
cloudburst. Mr. uuston, In a letter
t the stockman, says of the storm:
"We have had splendid rains here
lately, and today a tremendous cloudburst, which put the river within a
foot or two of the big flood mark of
two years ago."

September 17th to 22nd, 1906.

10,000 in Purses for Horse Races
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us ver remember that our interest Is In concord, not conflict- in the triumph of peace, not t.iose of war."
ullam AlcKlnlev.

that our true glory rests
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MERCHANT

TAILORING

OVER NO. 209 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAM- BINI, PROPRIETOR.

UPSTAIRS,

My merchant tailoring snop Is up-- 1
stairs over No. 209 West Railroad ave-- !
nue, where I solicit the patronage of!
the public. All work guaranteed first-clas-

as I have had fifteen years' experience in the business. Suits made
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed ana
NEW POSTMASTER
FOR ELIZABETHTOWN. repaired. The specific I use will not
J. F. Carrington has been appointed injure the cloth. Ladies' garments
postmaster at Ellzabethtown, vice also cleaned and walking skirts made
George Beebe, deceased. Mr. Carring- - to order. Give me a trial.
O. BAMBINI.
tcn expects to assume the duties of
the office the flst ot the month, says
Mrs. Bambini, ai her parlors. No.
the StocKinan.
"13 West Railroad avenue, is pre"Jack" Carrington is an
he came to Colfax county in '67, pared to give thorough scalp treatshortly after the war, and with the ment, do hair dressing, treat corns,
exception of a few years he lived at imnions and Ingrowing nails. She
Silver City, has leen continously a pives massage treatment and manicurresident of Ellzabethtown. He has one ing. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
cream builds up the
of the best qualifications necessary for of eonvplexion
post mastership, skin and improves the complexion,
holding a fourth-clas- s
that is that he knows every man, and is guaranteed not to be injurious.
woman and child In the district that She also prepares a hair tonic that
cures and prevents dandruff and hair
the ottice covers.
tailing out; restores life to dead hair;
Twenty Year Battle.
removes moles, warts and superfluous
"I was a loser In a twenty year bat-ti- e hair. Also a face powder, a freckle
with chronic plies and malignant cure and pimple cure and pile cure.
sores, until I tried Bucklen'a Arnica All of these preparations are purety
Salve; which turned the tide, by cur- vegetable compounds. Have just ading both, till not a trace remains," ded a vibrator machine for treatment
writes A. M. Bruco of Farmville, Va. of scalp, face and cure of wrinkles.
Best for old Ulcers, Cuts, Burns and It U also used for rheumatism, pains
Wounds. 25c at all druggists.
and massage

GGRES3IVE ACTION-TRA- CKS
OF OLD COMPANY
MAKE ROOM FOR NEW MU.CIPAL RAILROAD.

V

al

MOIST HEAT FATAL IN
MANY ARiZuNA TOWNS.
Slightly
A Phoenix dispatch says:

LINES, FIGHTS

T

Territorial Fairs for quarter of a century,
but nothing like this.

,

cooler weather today waa gladly welcomed as a sign of a break In the
hot spell. The temperature has not
been unnaturally high this season, 112
oeing the highest record, but for sev
eral days the humidity has been un
usual.. 1 he result nas been about a
dozen heat prostrations In the last
week, although only three or four
have resulted fatally.
In all cases
the victims were elderly people, persons In ill health, or given to excesses. Nevertheless, the effect of the
heat has leen unusual.

;

Maneuver by United States Troops,
Baby Show.
Jersey Stock Show.
Poultry Exhibit
Trade Display.
Flower Parade.
Montezuma Ball.
Carnival attraction; with 20 show on the
streets carnival all the time.
SOMETHING DOING ALL THE TIME.

2:18 Pace Surburg's Grain Pluj Cut To- bacco Stake, $1,000.00.
2:20 Trot Carnation Cream Stake, $1,000.00.
2:13 Pace Moet & Chandon't White Seal
Champagne Stake, $1,000.00.
2:09 Pace Mitchell Wagon Stake, $1,000.00.
$1,500.00 for Base Ball.
$1,000.00 Fruit and Vegetable Exhibit.
Relay Race.
Race.
Ladle' Half-Mil- e

LIGHTNING'S QUEER PRANK
AT LOS ALAMOS FRIDAY.
Friday afternoon, while the electrical storm was having full sway at
lx3 Alamos, San Miguel county,. William Frank, Sr., happened to be alone
in the store and the telephone was
having a hot time of It, when a lolt
of lightning struck within twa inches
of where F'rank wae standing.
It
came down the side of the shelving
and also hrew a box of cartridges
from a pl.e of six boxes, and the box
was blackened on the bottom. A lot
of loose cartridges that were In a Ikjx
were alsa moved but luckilv none
were pxnlmlen. The vranwra nf flip
soap were ignited but were extinguished quickly. Mr. Frank says It
was lucky he got off bo easy, and out
side of getting a good scare he is all
right.

inate political affairs in other nnrHnn. than a huge navy.
We are remote
of the earth.
from wars
conflicts.
We have
"Is anybody atrald of the Monroe and should and
have, nothing to do with
doctrine? In ten years we have had foreign rivalries and quarrels.
Alinstances enough to show that the most as much as by our republican
doctrine Is admitted by all nations institutions, and the push
to be an established fact in tho dip of the American citizen and energy
have
lomatic policy of the world. Our gained our present standingwe among
supremacy in this hemisphere is ad-- i
ii. us ui me eartn uy our splendid
mitted. The nations of Europe respect Isolation.
Shall we declare to the
us; tliey nonor us, and so far as fear nations of the
that we shall deis salutary, they fear us. We have' part from theseearth
an economic flrivAntncra on nn.ii .nyn.l t ambitions Inspireold policies; that new
actuate us? If
with any .part of the whole world. so. the indications and
do not look toward
They know that in war our friendship peace: it looks
toward war, and we
1
necessary.
will be taking a backward step.
"Then, tco, the tendency of the
"I am nJt a dreamer.
I am noi
eq impracticable
present time is toward nmo
In my .hopes
the
uation is now such in the old world universal concord. At leastas I tothink
that no country can go to war without I am not. Steps have been taken
grave reason, at least without incur- and substantial progress
already has
ring the condemnation of the rest.
" 'But,' someone says, it needs war been made. The plans of the interparliamentary union are ambitious;
to bestir and maintain cur manhood.' but
not more so than the situation
Does It? There are enough oppor- Justifies.
The Idea of disarmament,
tunities for heroism in the world, with as voiced by the advocates
its tragedies and difficulties, without sal pence, Is well expressed ofas univerto its
war. I (have listeneit In Knnon:ii tn principle, by M. Bourgeois,
head of
men who fomented conflict by their the French delegation at
the conferutterances, and I have wished there ence sailed in 1899 by
the czar. He
was a rule In the house that when a said:
man talked In favor of war, It should
" 'The object of civilization seems
be settled that in case war ensued he to us to be to abolish more
more
must stand on the firing line, at least the struggle for life between and
men, and
the length of time he consumed in to put In Its stead an accord between
his speech.
them for the struggle against unre"No.
We have better safeguards lenting forces of matter. '
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(By Gllson Gardner.)
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CITIZEN.

EVENING

Reduced Rates
on all Railroads

Comrades, Attention I
Right

Face-Forwar-

March

d

To the SANTA FE Depot and get one
of those cheap tickets to the National
Encampment at Minneapolis Minn.
Rate $33.25 for the round trip. Tickets on sale
Aug. 10 and 11. Final limit Sept. 1. This limit may be

extended until Sept. 30, by depositing ticket with Joint
agent at Minneapolis until Sept. 30. A fee of 50 cents
will be charged for this extension. For full particulars ask The Man at ticket window.

T. M. PURDY, Agent.

DENVER

I O

GRANDE
SYSTEM

"Scenic Line of the World"

4-

Big 4-- Rosite

4

Shortest and quickest line from
Santa Fe to Denver, Pueblo and Colorado Springs and all Colorado
point. Connection at Denver and Pueblo with all line east and west.
Time as quick and rate a low as by
and other lines.

The "Knickerbocker Special"

""Sift

'

Is a solid Standard Pullman Electric Lighted train
with Ladles'
Maid. Stenographer, Barber, Bath, and alet Service, ST.
to
NEW YORK, leaving ST. IX1UIS at 1 p. m., and runs every day in
the year via the BIG FOUR ROUTE.
The "ONLY TRAIN" from' tho SOUTHWEST that enters the
City of New York without transfer.
Other trains leave St. Louis 8:17 a. m., 12 m., and 11:25 p. m.
If you are gjing "EAST" write

y

If
W
v.:-

.sKv

J.

X'

who will give you the low summer

MAYOR JOHNSON'S GANQ TEARING UP "CONCOX
TRACKS IN KCL.TON ROAD.
Special Correjpoudence:
the property at any time.
"This does un tell what we are en- Cleveland. July 31. A state of war
F'ulton road, for a distance of i.ree Joined from doing,
he said."
'It's
las developed from the long contest blocks,
forms a vital link in the West-sid- e almost noon, and maybe we are en
between Mayer Tom Johnson and tue
system of the new company. The joined from eating luuch. Tell the
Cleveland Electric Railway company, Concon had a single
on this iioys." he said to his assistants, "not
which operates all tne street railways stretch of road. Six track ago
weeks
the tu stop for lunch, but t finish he
In t'he city.
not I tied the concon to remove worn.
Mayor Johnson has been elected council
the track from the uiiuu-to the side They did. When the finish had
three times, chieflv on the issue of of the
narrow street, bo that there been put on, the erstwue track was
Failing
briug
fare.
to
the old might
room tor a track to bo in- a long line of iuuk at the roadside
corporation to time, ne encouraged stalled le
by the new company. No at-- , Mayor I'uni was cited to auswer a
(he formation of a company to
was given to the notice.
charge of contempt of court.
new lines and operate them on teution
on
morning
Early
id'
July
the
of
Meanwhile the track wreckers bethe cent fare plan,
Francuises ou unoccupied stieta Mayor Johnson secretly massed 3u()' giin to pm. down rails for the new
on Fulton road. Presi- company. Thev sot out enthuslas
Tere issued to the new company uy city employes
A. B. uu Pont of the new coni-- i tically to break all track laying recthe cliy council, and a few weeks ago dent
100 stalwarts.' ords, a fire euglne was stationed on
was tuere w
track laying uegan on a large scale. pany,
Pretty son the air was filled with pav- Hie liatieltield to wet down any force
It is also designed to have the expir- ing
stones and ties and tne steel rails the Concon might send out to Intering iranchlseg ot the Cleveland Elecwith
operations.
It wITl oe
tric, known as the Concon, awarded were lielnj smfted to the gutter. A fere
battalion of iolice stood guard over fought out in the court, but the 3
to the new company.
cent tare line Is in Fultou road.
Both companies have made offers to tbe workers.
The Concon rushed into Oouit and
Whatevtr the outcome, the general
franchises
the city council for
throughout ibe city. The Concon got an injunction from Judge Kurd opinion ut present is that .nayor John
prohibiting
the removal of the track. ton has the Concon, a .a,iu,W)o cor
offers seven ticket for 25 cents and
The notice served on Mayor Tom and poration, in a close corner. His fight
transfers.
The new company, called tho Mu- oUier officials simply announced that is regarded bv his friends as the
nicipal,
fare, transfers, they had been enjoined in accordance, lorerutiner of a municipal ownership
ners
and that the city may reserve the with a certain petition filed in c urt.: campaign tlia: will ee taken up In
oc.er cn;es.
fight to revoke the frauchlsu cr buy Mayor juhuson read It and smiled.
e
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On all

M. STONE,

Travllng PMSstngtr Agtnt, Dallas,

'.ArS-r---;-

DINING
PULLMAN
SLEEPERS,
CARS, TOURIST CARS,
CHAIR CARS.

tourist rates

Between the Great 8outnweat and Kansas City, St. Louie, Chicago,
and all point North and East by the

Rock Island System
6hortest, quickest, therefore, the best. The only way with two through
train dally, carrying standard rnd tourist sleeper, observation dlrv
Ing car, chair car and coaches. For any trip, anywhere, any time
TAKE THE SOUTHWESTERN.
For full psrtlcular see any agent, or addre
General Agent.

V.

S. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A.. Denver, Colo.
A. S. BARNEY, T. P. A.., Santa Fe, New Mex.

now in effect.

EI Paso & Southwestern System

CARNETT KING

For illustrated advertising matter
or Information, address or apply to

Ttxms,

Communication Made Easy

R. STILL,

through train. No tiresome
delays at any station.

i
Santa

Fe Central Railway System

SUNSHINE ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.
Fast passenger and freight service. Steamship ticket to all part
of the World.
Connection at Torrance, N M., with the El Pao A Southwestern,
and Chicago, Rock Island ft Paclflo Railway. At Kennedy and Santa
Fe, N. M., with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railway. At Santa
Fe with the Denver & Rio Grande railroad.
Special attention given to handling of passenger and freight.
Send your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island ft Paclilo railway, via Torrance, N. M.
Your business respectfully aollclted.
W. H. ANDREWS,
. B. ORIMSHAW.
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Asst. to Pre, and Gen. algr.
FRANK DIBERT. Asst. Secy, and Treaa.
A. h. GRIMSHAW,
J. P. LYNO,
Traveling Frt. and Pas. Agt
City Frt. and Pas. Agt.
SANTA FE. N. M.
GENERAL OFFICES

Qen. Paas. Agent.
EL PASO, TEXAS.

xmaMssaamms
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DRY AIR

BALDWIN

REFRIGERATORS.
Can and let us show you Its
advantages.

J. D. EMMONS

Boston

Both

horseback

'struck
A
nK A I1 IL n
U
U rt n
HA

by

killed.

Pacific Mutual Life Insurance
C. W. Whitney
V. R. Fisher

Joe Sohnmt
J. K. Hartline
George Konig
John Clark
M. Rlncy

H. Pryant . . .
A. W. Douglas .
Hob. B. Blandin

E

Fred Nunnes . . .
Conrad Stumpf .

1

'phone.

and the animal was also
the bolt of lightning and

WITH EVERY VEHICLE WE SELL.
Any part falling by
means of defective
material or workman-hip will be made good
without expense to the
owner, Irrespective ot
time of service. This.
to prices, you can't beat ours on the

Go.

$3.f00.00. .Total disability; Con. Engr.. Belen.
1.600.00. .Death; Engineer, San Marclal,
P8.75. .Accident; Brewer, Albuquerque.
90.00. .Typhoid; R. H. foreman, Gallup.
60.00. .Accident; Pumper, Gallup.
1,500.00. .Death; Lalorer, Santa Rita,

.Pleurisy; (Mine Supt., Santa Rita.
30.00. .Accident;
Engineer, Albuquerque.
214.28. .Typhoid; Tel. operator, Albuquerque
Machinist, Albuquerque.
145.70.. Typhoid;
22. 60.. Typhoid; Car repairer, Barelaa.
2,017.10. .Death; Sec. foreman, Albuquerque.

fully protects you as to quality. A
same grade of goods.
Our repair shop is In the hands of skilled men and is equipped with
11 npfpanflrv
unmllances for doing the hlahest eradn of renalrlnr. un- -

B0.U0.

Batteries:
Glade and O'Connor;
Harris, Voting and Armbruster.

The FURNITURE MAN
Corner Second street and Coal avenue.

5 10

Guarantee

SOME CLAIMS PAID BY THE

American League.
At Detroit
R. H. E.
3 8 0
Detroit
Philadelphia
6 10 1
Batteries:
Slever and Warner;
Plank and Warner.
At Cleveland
R. H. E.
4
8 2
Cleveland
New York
6 13 2
Batteries: Hess and Buelow; Orth
and Klelnow.
At Chicago
R. H. E.
Chicago
4
9 0
Washington
1 5 2
Batteries: Owen and Sullivan,
and Heyden.
R. H. E.
At St. Louis
3 4 0
St. Louis

During the summer months Is
good refrigerator, one that
really preserves things, and
does not. require much Ice,
either. All these, and ot'ner essentials are found In the

11

This Strono:

"By Their Fruits Shall Ye Know Them"

1 HOUSEHOLD NECESSITY

bolstering, trimming and painting.

I Albuquerque

Ring up, write or call.

Carriage Co

CORNER OF FIRST 8TREET AND TIJERAS AVENUE.

F. B. SCHWENTKER,

National League.
R. H. E.
At Brooklyn
9 14 0
St. Louis
1 5 1
Brooklyn
Batteries: Karger and Wi. Marshall;
Eason and Ritter.
R. H. E.
At Boston
2 12 2
Boston
5 11 1
Chicago
Batteries: Llndaman and O'Neill;
Lundgren and Kllng.
R. H. E.
At New York
1 6 3
Cincinnati
9 17 1
New York

Manager for New Mexico and Northern Arizona.
Room No.

1, N.

T. Armljo Building.

t

Foundry and Machine Works
pr. r. hall, rroprtmtor
Shafting.
Ore,
Lumber

Albuquerque

Auto. Phone 730

Coal and
Car;
Iron and Brass Casting;
Pulleys, Grade Ban, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts tea
Buildings.
n Mining nd Mill Mmohlntry m
Rmpalr
Altiaqaeraaa, H. M.
Foundry east tide ot railroad track.

Mr. Kellv was In charee of a party
called to our next annual meeting, at
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
of locating engineers and has been
Cloudcroft, on August 15 and lt, and
in the field since the first of the year
your attendance at tnat meeting is LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND TRANSI for the company. He was about forty
FER STABLES.
earnestly solicited.
pop-i
CO years of age and was one or tne
A program for the entertainment Horses and Mules Bought and Exchanged.
ular engineers In the employ of the
of those attending Is now being arcum pany.
ranged, and an enjoyable time can be BEST TURNOUTS IN THE QITY
Pittsburg-Philadel
Pittsburg:
At
Osos
TTa anil
nsrfv nf other engineers
Second Street, between Railroad and
anticipated.
Harvey Eversole has been appoint- - were together and his body was ten-e- d phia game postponed on account of
Copper Avenue.
Free transportation (for members of
rain.
traveling freight agent for the,derly cared for by his companions,
the association and their families)
Gt ntfal Btfildtag Supplies
and
southern district of the Santa Fe road, wno Becured
over the Ei Paso & Southwestern and
ELITE cAFE
a conveyance
Western League.
pro
has
been
roads
Santa
Central
with headquarters at Oklahoma City,. brought It to Cimarron.
Fe
The body
E.
R. H.
At Des Moines
v,kla. He succeeds J. W. Glasgow, re-- waa taken to thls clty and iater Bent De8 Moines
8 13 2 vided for, and the aanta Fe requested
GOOD
TABLE BOARD. $4 A
signeu.
Ky.,
6 15 3 to make rates which It will probably WEEK, AT ELITE CAFE. 120 WEST
lor Pueblo
to the old home at Lebanon,
Third and Marquette
Both Phones
association
the
of
do.
All
members
AVENUE, CLOSE TO POST
Batteries: Miller and Towne;
Henry Koehler, president, and J. interment. Deceased was a member
secretary at once of 8ILVER
notify
the
must
OrProtective
and
OFFICE.
Benevolent
Rennicker.
of
and
the
Van Houten, vice president and genR. H.E. their desires in the materof transpor
At Omaha
eral manager of the St. Louis, Rocky der of Elks.
7 9 1 tation advlsilng him of the route they
Omaha
Mountain & Pacific Railway company,
B
1 desire to take, as fully ten days time
0
STEAM
CARPET
CLEANING
City
Sioux
We have received a car load of Lightning presses and In order to sell
left Raton for the east on business BUY A BUNCH
will be required to secure transportaRogers;
McNeeley
and
Batteries:
Thm
THORNTON
Tight out we will make a very low price, based on spot cash cost to
road.
with
the
them
connected
tion.
Nowlln
OSTRICHES
Freese.
and
OF
Cleans everything.
He U the
you Immediate
gives
us
"Kindly
car load freight.
and
this
R.
PaH.E.
At Lincoln
It is reported that the Southern
Furniture Man. Movlnst. packjoin us at Cloudcroft, if
attention
and
3
8
4
arLincoln
cific management has completed
ing and shipping, unpacking and
Very Truly,
PHOENIX-BI- G
3 7 4 possible.
rangements for the lmporation of FROM THE FARM AT MONEY
Denver
setting up, and is no upstart at
R. H. HANNA,
BUNCH
OF
A
4,000 Chinese laborers for the
Batteries: Eyler, Jones and ZInran;
the business. There Is no other
"Secretary."
TO CHANGE HANDS.
extension. The first
Paige and Zalusky.
Just Thornton. Both 'Phones.
thousand Chinamen will be brought in
737 South Walter Street
$30,000 and $30,000 will
Between
DEMOCRATIC
Association
TERRITORIAL
American
us soon as steamer accommodations change hands between A. J. Chandler
At Kansas City
can be arranged.
and Plckrell Bros., for the purchase Kansas City
CENTRAL COMMITTEE
few
next
within
100
of
ostriches
the
St. Paul
RAILWAY TELEGRAPHERS
At Louisville-Louis- ville
RESORT TO PROSECUTION days, a deal having been closed the
CALL FOR ITS MEETING IN SAN- PAINTS. OILS. VARNISHES AND
J. M. Scott, chief train dispatcher of other day.
TA FE ON AUGUST 9, AT OFBRUSHES.
in
Chandler
the
with
Associated
Indianapolis
the Louisville & Nashville railroad,
FICE OF N. B. LAUGHLIN.
Saddles, Lap
Leather, Harness,
M.
Buffalo,
who
Ferry
of
D.
deal
is
with headquarters in Louisville, has
At Columbus
J.
Dusters, Whips, Axle Oils, etc. Pal"it. been arrested charged with violating owns the gigantic seed house that Columbus
demo
of
the
H. Crist, chairman
J.
years
and
metto
lasts
five
Roof
Paint;
TO
US
AT ONCE.
WRITE
section 10 of tae act of June, 1898, en- bears his name.
Toledo
cratic territorial central committee, stops leaks. Caen paid for Hides and
Chandler Is preparing to take cai
titled "an act concerning carriers enbody
for
At Milwaukee
meeting
of that
has called a
KORBER ,& CO., Wholesale and Retail, Albnqnerqne
Pelts.
gaged In Interstate commerce and of the birds on his ranch near Mesa. Milwaukee
Thursday, August 8th, at Santa Fe, for 408 WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE.
He 'has 20,000 acres, a large part af Minneapolis
their employes."
calling
ithe puropse of considering the
The affidavit upon which the war which will be devoted to the cultivaand the fixing of the date and place
THIRD. STREET
rant for Scott 8 arrest was based was tion and care of the birds. Large NEW MEXICO
oft the convention to nominate a can- WE FILL
made ty H. R. Perman, president of pens will be built and every facility
rildntd fnt riolocrAtA .tn nnffrpftfl. and
tne Order of Railway Telegraphers. offered for the successful raising of
BAR ASSOCIATION al6 for the consideration of the statePRESCRIPTIONS RIGHT
He says that Edwin L. Rowe, a tele- ostriches and profit making from their
uu uiuvr impunuui.
jtnooa quesuun
203 WEST RAILROAD AVEgrapher employed by the Louisville & valuable plumes.
Bait
Meat.
All
Kinds
of
Fresh
and
matters.
At Consistent
AT CLOUDMEETING
Nashville railroad, was dismissed by
NUE, NEXT 10 BANK OF
Steam 8ausage Factory.
Experiments In ostrich raising in ANNUAL
New
The
commenting
call
on
the
In
FREE
CROFT, AUGUST 15
Scott in April, 1904, because of his this valley have demonstrated that it
a
COMMERCE.
says:
Is
understood
that
Prices
Mexican
It.
EMIL KLEINWORT.
TRANSPORTATION FOR
affiliation with the Order of Railway can be carried on with greater suc
few leading democrats of the territory. Masonic Building, North Third 8treet
Telegraphers.
MEMBERS.
Another similar care cess than in any other part of the
led by H.B. Ferguson of Albuquerque,
is also alleged.
United States, but that to make It a
Secretary R. H. Hanna of the New are opposed to the joint statehood
SOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOSI
big dividend payer the business must Mexico Bar association has issued a plan and will endeavor to have the
&
CUT
LAS
bo carried on In the largest possible circular of the annual meeting of that committee put Itself on record in disSCREEN TIME
OFF ROAD WILL BE BUILT way.
THE CELEBRATED
body, to be held at Cloudcroft, Otero approval of that plan and to Induce
s her. Door and Window
Work in preparing the grounds at
Goods
agents
Canned
Casino
Sole
for
convention
be
democratic
purchase
Is
territorial
to
the
Chandler's
said
Free
county, on August 15, next.
crean mad to erdr.
Carrlzozo for division headquarters Is
Jas.' Heekln & Co.'a coffee,
start of what will come later. transportation for all members of the whe nit meets to follow suit. A few
pushing rapidly forward and many but apossible
ALBUQUERQUE
PLANIN6 MILL
Flour.
Granite
AlbuIn
understood,
Is
democrats,
through
it
It is
that before he is
association and tJheir families from
new buildings are In course of con 1,000
querque, Socorro, Santa Fe and Las
on
points
near
his
on
will
be
ranch
birds
to
the
Cloudcroft,
from
and
mOCXXXXXXXXXJOCCOOCCOCXXXXM
struction. It was thought at one time Mesa, where he
has everything neces- Santa Fe Central railway and the El Vegas, have been quite busy of late
that if the division headquarters were sary
& Southwestern
railroad has writing personal letters to their
care.
for
their
put In Carrlzozo Instead of Corona, With a large pumping plant to fur Paso
arrangements are friends and democrats generally In
secured,
Groceries.
been
and
that the El Paso & Southwestern road nish water for Irrigation of alfalfa now being made to secure a low rate various sections of the territory askvia Las Ve patches on
would not build a cut-o- ft
help
In
ing
the
cooperation
and
which to keep the ostrich- from the Santa Fe system for points
Hillsboro Creamery Butter Best on
gas to the Dawson coal fields.
Bottled in Bond.
along its lines. These concessions scheme to have everything possible
es,
Earth.
with Mauger & Avery, Boston )
This, however, Is not correct, as ablefine, level land and a most desir
climate for the birds it is pre have been produced by W. A. Hawk- done by the committee and by the
every one connected with the El Paso
1
Free Delivery.
ins, who Is president of the associa- democratic territorial convention for
Orders Solicited!
Office, 115 North First 6L
& Southwestern railroad who Is in a dicted that his ostrich farm will soon tion this year, and who Is the attorney the defeat of joint statehood in this
South Second Street.
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
position to known was positive the be one of the greatest In the world.
of the El Paso & Southwestern rail- territory and In Arizona. The official
line would be built via Las Vegas in Phoenix Enterprise.
Distillers.
road at El Paeo. Secretary Hanna re- - call reads:
&
due time.
It Is understood the Ex
I suffered habitually from constl-- quests all the members of the asso- - Call for Meeting of the Democratic
KY.
FRANKFORT.
INSURANCE,
ESTATi,
REAL
FIRE
change bank of White Oaks will move patlon. Doan's Regulets relieved and elation to be in attendance, and to in- Central Committee of New
LOANS.
'
to Carrlzozo as soon as suitable of strengthened the bowels, so that they form him promptly of their desires as
Mexico.
I
Automatic phone 451.
General Repair Shop.
flees can be secured.
have been reguar ever since." A. E it will take about ten days to Becure
Santa Fe, N. M., July 24. 1906.
Armljo
10,
N.
T.
Bulldlnf.
Room
MELINI & EAKIN
Davis, grocer, Sulphur Springs, Texas. transportation for tihem.
gaso
A meeting of the democratic cen
Furniture packed and crated;
EXCESSIVE HEAT CAUSED
Cloudcroft is a beautiful summer tral committee of New Mexico is here
line and gas stove repaired.
Sole Agents.
DEATH FROM APOPLEXY MARK SMITH AT HIS
resort In the Sacramento mountains, by called to be held at the office of
Albuquerque, N. M.
about twenty-fivTuesday afternoon Jesus Medina
miles east of Ala Judge N. B. Laughlin, in the city of
Next to Walton's drug store. Bout
Automatic Phone, 199.
Third street.
section hand employed by the Santa
OLD KENTUCKY HOME mogordo, the pretty county seat of Santa Fe, on Thursday, August 9,
Otero county, the railroad connecting 1906, at the hour of 2 o'clock p. m.,
UP TO MTE
Fe road at Ludlow, was taken sick
the two points goes through a most of said day, for the purpose of fixing
and placed on the train to be taken
Delegate
Smith is still at picturesque country, presenting much
to the hospital at Needles, says the Cynthianla, Mark
the time and place for a convention
208 WE8T 8ILVER AVE.
magnificent scentry. The accommo- of the democrats of the Territory of
PIONEER BAKERY
Eye. When the train was near Am from serious Kentucky, recuperating
Sons
Strong's
W.
upon
Illness,
which
came
0.
large
dations
are
for
attendance
the
Mexico, to nominate a candidate
Iboy Medina began frothing at the him
8IMON BALLING. Proprietor.
alKut
time congress adjourn- of the best and a visit to Cloudcroft New
Sixtieth congress
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
mouth and soon afterward died. The ed. A letterthe
says he expects can not but prove very atfcraUve for delegate to the
him
from
STRONG BLOCK.
riRE
of the United States, and for the
body was brought to Needles and to return to Arizona soon In good
agreeable
and
to all participants.
INSURANCE.
transaction of such other business as WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY,
Wednesday morning buried In the condition to join
Building
people
Secretary
the
of
Ari
Mutual
The association consists of about may come before said committee.
cemetery on he hill. At the Inquest zona in
fight against joint state- eighty members in good standing and
We desire patronage and we guarOffice at 217 West RaUrosJ
their
tlon.
A
members
of
Pitt-mathe
full
attendance
n
by
Coroner H.
held Wednesday
antee first clas baking.
hood. Phoenix Gazette.
avenue.
President
i
Hawkins and Secretary of the committee at said meeting Is
it was found that the deceased
207 South First Street. Albuquerque.
The Gazette failed to state that Mr. Hanna hope that every member will hereby requested.
came to his death from apoplexy. The Smith was susceptible
to katzenjam-me- r find it convenient to attend and enjoy
J. H. CRIST, Chairman.
.
M. DRAG01E
TOTI A OR API
attack was probably caused by the
the pleasing outing offered by the
trouble.
and
excessive heat which predominated
Superintendents
Falrrlew
Dealer In
courtesy of the railroads, and the
Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
7.
he greater portions of the desert secFeel languid, weak.
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
Sant Barbara Cemeteries.
labors of the presiding ofllcers of the
Fuel.
Grain
and
tion of the country at that time, to- Headache?
Stomach "off?" Just a association.
Fine Line of Imported Wine, Liquor
MONUMENTS
Groceries, Cigar and Tobacco.' and
gether with the drinking of an abnor- plain case of lazy liver. Burdock
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE
The official call reads:
and Cigars. Place your order for
All Kind of Fresh Meat.
Blood Bitters tones liver and stom- - To the Members of the New Mexico
mal quantity of ice water.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
us.
BL. Bots Phones.
with
line
this
N.
Second
300 North Broadway, corner ot Wn
ch, promotes digestion. Durifles the
Bar Association:
Room 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
lngton avenue, Albuquerque, N. s
NEW EYE TESTS
blood.
NORTH THIRD STREET.
Gentlemen: Your attention
is
Automatic Telephone, 174.
BOTHER ENGINEERS
All railroad men operating trains
are interested in the agitation begun
in the lodges of the Brotherhood of
Locomotive Engineers on the Burlington relating to the physical tests to
which the company subjects all engineers. The tests for the eyes are the
special subject 'of consideration and
it is asserted In brotherhood circles
that If these are rigorously enforced
many of the older men will be forced
to leave the service. The agitation Is
the result of the recent action of the
company in suspending a number of
engineers in Burlington, Beardstown
and other division points shortly after
Cut-o- ff
one of these examinations.
On account of these suspensions the griev
ance committee of the engineers spent
from Chicago,
last week in Chicago arranging for a
la 31 miles
Main Line
N.
hearing with the officials.
Old Mexico
Los
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RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
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Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
ot The Atchison, Topeka

Located on the Belen

&

Santa Fe Railway

of the Santa Fe system leading east and west
south of Albuquerque,
M, at the junction of the
Angeles, El Paso and
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco,
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ENGINEER KELLY
KILLED BY LIGHTNING
R. I Kelly, a locating engineer In
the employ of the St. Louis, Rocky
Mountain & Pacific company, of this
city, was killed by lightning Wednesday afternoon in Toas Pass, twenty- eight miles from Cimarron, says the
Raton Range. Mr. Kelly was on
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NORTH AND SOUTH.

Jeweler, flnmbusg
bakery, tailor inop, shoe
a the center of th city, well graded, (many of them Improved by cultivation); no sand or gravel. W need a Irwt-cla- s
Srt-claii
shop,
a
Alto
name
etc, etc
aa4 wood yard, drug st?r
modern hotel.
OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY DEEDS.
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IP YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO
lot
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26x142 feet, laid out with brod 80 and
street, with alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old saade trees; pnblUwinery;
larg
eliurches, Commercial club; a population of 1,600 Habitants; largest mercantile establishments In New Mexico; the Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity. 169 barrel dally;
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'ALBUQUERQUE

PACE EIGHT.

LOCAL. AND

PERSONAL
DAY AND WEATHER.

of the Territorial Fair association, will
goods-sellin- g
make a
trip along the Santa Fe Central and
Rock Islnnd railroads.
W. C. Black, superintendent of the
Postal Telegraph company, with headquarters at Omaha, Neb., is in the
city, looking over the workings of the
local office. He finds everything in
Trder under the management of R. H. Hawkins.
T. M. Wingo, vice president of the
American National bank of El Paso,
is in the city shaking hands with his
many Albuquerque friends, while en
route home from an outing spent on
the Pecos. Mr. Wingo several years
ago called Albuquerque his home.
Henry E. Rogers, the well known
carpenter and city treasurer, who
the past seven weeks with Mrs.
Rogers in southern California, returned to the city last night. He reports
having had a fine time. Mrs. Rogers
will remain in Los Angeles for a few
weeks longer.
George W. Hickox of the jewelry
firm of Hickox & Maynnrd, has returned from his vlit to outhern California. When Mr. Hickox went to
California he was not in very good
health.
He returned feeling pretty
good, and says he got Just what he
wanted a rest.
Mrs. Eugene Murray and the younger children of the household, who spent
the past two months at Coronado
Beach. Calif., have returned to the
city. They had a fine time, bathing in
the ocean and enjoying all kinds of
fish which can he had for almost the
asking out there.
Mrs. O. Bambini Intends to take a
rest of one month's duration, and will
leave Thursday evening for Long
Beach, Calif. She will not return to
her manicuring parlors until September 1, after which she will be pleased
to again attend to the wants of her
many patrons.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Pollock of G02
South Second street left last night for
Ottumwa, Iowa, where they were called by the death of their son Joe, who
was killed in an accident, the nature
of which could not be learned here.
The young man killed Is quite well
known In Albuquerque.

GOOD VALUES
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O. n. Kempt on wont ti Gallsteo this

i

"

We are just as anxious to give you
good, Wg. honest values In footwear
as you Hre to get them, and we know
that In our line of

Men's $3.50 Shoes
we are giving you the greatest value
possible at that price.
W warrant them solid throughout,
made of high grade Box Calf, Vlcl
Kid or Patent Colt, with best oak
tanned soles. They represent the newest styles and are full of good service.
,

Buy

Pair Today

a- -

SAUCES AND CONDIMENTS.
When purchased at F. F. Trotter's
grocery store,
sure to bring the
right flavor to all dishes Into which
they enter. This Is because we always procure the best manufactured.
We And out first what brands are reliable and personally guarantee them.

v

pmmmm

F. F. TROTTER
No.

118 and 120 South Second

street

T. Y. MAYNARD

GEO. W. HICKOX.

DURING THE DULL SEASON IS WHEN WE HAVE THE TIME TO
REPAIR YOUR WATCH OR CLOCK, AND GIVE IT THE CLOSEST AND BEST ATTENTION. RING US UP AND WE WILL CALL
FORTHECLOClC WATCHES ENTRUSTED TO OUR CARE ARE
PLACED IN VHE VAULT EVERT NIGHT. ON WOivK FROM OUT
its.
OF TOWN, WE PAT EXPRESS CHARGES ONE WAlf.

trt

The

Co.

Hickox-Maynar- d

New Mexico's

Leading

Jewelers

80UTH SECOND STREET.

THE ARCH FRONT.

GO,

HARDWARE

ALBUQUERQUE

Fourth and Railroad Avenue

HARDWARE.

HARNESS
SADDLES
CHINA
GLASSWARE
PLUMBING
TINNING

00.

HARDWARE

ALBUQUERQUE

Fourth and Railroad Avenue

THE

EVERITT

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD

Diamonds, Watchea, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware.
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

AVE.
We Invite

morning on business.
T. W. Ford, liveryman, lias gone to
California on a pleasure trip.
Mrs. I a Thompson of this city has
gone to Santa Fe to visit a few days.
Been Mho, general merchant at
nibo, Vulencia county, Is in the city,
buying supplies.
Hon. W. B. Childers, who spent several days on the Pecos, returned to
the city last night.
Mr. and Mrs. It. A. Frost have returned from a pleasure trip to southern California beaches.
The Huler sisters, dressmakers,
left this morning for Denver, where
they will probably remain.
Mr. and Mrs. E. I Knight are here
from Needles. Mrs. Knight Is a daughter of Mrs. L. J. Rummell.
Meeting of the "Martha Society" at
the home o'. Mrs. Sean, 322 South Arno
street, Wednesday at 3 o'clock p. m.
D. E. Phillips, the mail carrier, will
leave Thursday noon on his midsummer vacation, to be gone several
weeks.
Cen Williams, special officer for the
Santa Fe, arrived In the city last night
on business connected with the position he occupies.
John Ortega, the expert mixer at J.
H. ORIelly & Co.'s, soda fountain,
left this morning on a pleasure trip to
the Jemez hot springs.
The Flagstaff Gem says: Mrs. Dr.
P. O. Cornish and son of Albuquerque,
N. M., came In today to visit relatives
and friends In this city.
Mr. and Mrs. David AVelller were
passengers for las Vegas this morn
ing. They expect to be absent from
the city two or three days.
Col. W. S. Hopewell left this morn
ing on a business trip to New York,
and expects to be absent from the ter
ritory a couple of weeks.
Mrs. Alfred Grunsfeld and daughters
have returned to the city from having
spent several weeks on the Pecos,
where they have a summer cottage.
O. A. Matson, of O. A. Matson &
Co., stationers, has returned from a
business trip to Chicago. This was
Mr. Matson's first trip east to buy
goods.
Miss

Betty Willey has returned
from a vacation spent on the restful
Pacific coast, and Is again at her desk
at the Montezuma Trust company savings bank.
Dr. C. H. Conner, the osteopath.
will leave Friday evening for Kan
sas City, and thence to Kirkville, Mo.,
where Mrs. Conner has been visiting
friends for a few weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Levy are rev
elling In the smiles of a baby girl, the
little lady arriving at their home, No.
1012 West Railroad avenue, yesterday
afternoon.
Roy Williams, formerly of the Al- varado pharmacy, but now a Santa Fe
fireman running out of Raton, Is
spending the day In the city, mingling
with his many friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Hayward, visiting pn
East Gold avenue, contemplate leaving
shortly for Los Angeles, Calif., and
rumor has it that they will reside In
the land of flowers" In the future.
Mrs. A. L. Mahaffey, who spent her
vacation In the city, most of the time
attending to her husband. Dr. Mahaffey, who has been quite 111, return
ed to her duties at the local govern
ment Indian school today.
this
Miss May Gehrlng returned
morning from a visit to her sister,
Mrs. Flelden, of Los Angeles. Miss
Gehrlng was absent from the city sev
eral weeks and took In all the south
ern California pleasure resorts.
Sydney D. Sugar, United States
navy, Phiiippiue islands, a former
New Mexican, having made Cerlllos
his home some eleven years ago, before enlisting, Is in the city on a leave
of absence, registered at the Savoy.
E. C. Spencer, recently ,u charge of
the Harvey curio room at Williams,
Ariz., passed through the city last
night, en route to El Paso, where he
will have charge of the curio display
owned by Fred Harvey in the El Paso
union depot.
The Elite restaurant today closed
Ms doors for the remainder of the
summer, preparatory to installing a
new range and other improvements,
The employment office conducted in
the same building will remain open
for business, however.
Wlllam Mcintosh, of the Mcintosh
Hardware company, went to his sheep
ranch on the Estancla plains today,
accompanied by Attorney E. W. Dob- son and George Arnot, local manager
for Gross- - Kelly & Co. After attend
Ing to business at Mcintosh, Mr. Ar
uot, who Is one of the vice presidents

We Are Selling All Our Summer Suits

At 20

e

Off Regular Prices

Thursday, Friday, Saturday,

AUGUST

REP-ETITIO-

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

The Golden Rule Clothing Store
The
Store for Style, Service and Saving

line of trimmed hata, each
Untrimraed shapes, each
Flowera, per bunch

A

$1.00
25c
25c

MEN'S AND YOUTHS' SUITS

MADAM STEWARD-LAMB- .
210 Jbouth Second street.
MONEY

TO LOAN,

IN SUMS

EXTRA SPECIAL for one week Commencing Tuesday, July 24th and Continuing
until July 3 1st 20 per cent Reduction on all Men's and Youths' Suits. Here is an
opportunity for buying High Grade Merchandise at a Great Saving

TO

UIT. ON IMPROVED CITY REAL
R. W. D. BRYAN. FIRST
ESTATE.
NATIONAL

BANK BUILDING.

PAPER HANGING

AND PAINTING.

Trunks, Suit Cases and Bags.

All kinds of work done promptly
and satisfactorily.
Contracts taken.
Leave orders at 714 West TIJeras ave
nue.
W. F. WARDWELL.
MPORTED
BRAU, ON

o
MUNCHEN
DRAUGHT,
AT

Fail Not to see our assortment of Trunks, Suit Cases and
Bags before buying; on which we will give a Reduction of

HOF- -

THE
WHITE ELEPHANT.
The picnic baskets for sale at the
Mcintosh Hardware company's store
are indispensable for outing parties.
FEE'S GOOD COLD ROOT
WALTON'S DRUG STORE.

BEER-

SON'S
YES

Big Reduction on all Straw Hats. Regular
$1.50 to $3.00 Values. Your Choice

VDC

ompany

Alaska Refrigerators,
i
White Mountain Freezers,
Blue Flame Oil Stoves,
Gasoline Stoves.
Lawn and Garden Tools

PIANOS?

&

We sell 'em. Also the Everett, Kimball, and several other makes. We
Invite you to compare our prices with
other
Just as good" pianos,
handled by other firms. The percentage will be to our credit.
We don't handle the lareest line of
talking machines and records on
earth, but we have the most select.
Watch for the Peerless Electric pi
anos. Respectfully, yours for business, THE WHITSON MUSIC CO.
"so-calle-

See the picnic baskets In the Mcin
tosh Hardware company's display
window.

i (U iii

Wholesale Distributers: McCormick Mowers, Rakes and Harvesting Machinery. Birdsell Wagons, Mead Hay Presses.
Winchester Rifles, Shot Guns and Ammunition.
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FRESH CUT FLOWERS.

r

IVES. THE FLORI8T.
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it 3, it 5, til South

Dr.B.M.Williams
.DENTIST.
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company
Mcintosh
hardware:
J.
Successors to

Dr. Williams has practiced his pro
fesslon in Las Vegas for the past

London Club

LIVERY COMPANY
BOARDING

Colo, phone,

Prop.
Auto., 311.

Blk. 35.

R.R.

STABLE

AND

CAUGHT. SOLO
EXCHANGED

Asioelailon Otflet

ROSENFIELD'S,

Traotaetlaat
Guarantttd

1 1

8 W. R. R. Ave.

POST

E.

Garden

s.

40 J, 403 North First Street

First Sireet

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
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Office over Mandell's on Railroad
avenue, between Kirst and Second
streets. Hours from 8 to 12 a. ni., 1:30
to 5 p. m. Auto phone 203.

TICKETS
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HAHN & CO.

CHICKERING

F. T. SCHMIDT,

M2

WT 14
W

Whitney

PROSPECTIVE BUILDERS.
Remember. Eureka la thu onlv limp
sold here that will not pop, crack or
blister 1n the wall. See that It Is
specified In your contracL

SANITARY

them in our Second Street window.
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No. 424 North Second St.

CRUSH HATS, all colors including white, only 75 cents

N

IBM

FOR THIS WEEK ONLY

Fine Whiskies, Wines, Brandies and
soft drinks. Good restaurant and
bowline alleys in connection. Every
body welcomed and accommodations

$4.00, $4.40 and $4.80

2-3- -4

THREE DAYS ONLY, YOUR CHOICE
OF THE STOCK, (EXCEPTING THE
STAPLE BLACKS), AT $10.75 A
OF OUR LAST FEBRUARY'S
MOST SUCCESSFULCLOTHING SALE

& COMFANY

Sole Agents for the BURLINGTON OUTING BASKETS

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.

All Summer Weight Trousers which sold for $5.00, $5.50
and $6.00, now priced at

n

n

Buy our reliable shoe polishes. They
not only improve the looks of youri
rootwear but Increase the wear of the
leather and thereby save you money.
me, 15c and 25c packages for black.
tan or white shoes. C. May's shoe
store, 314 West Railroad avenue.
Degreeof Honor will give a Japan.
ese tea and party Wednesday, August
i. Everybody invited.

first-clas-

E. L. WASHBURN CO.
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Badaracco's Summer

IT WILL PAY YOU TO BUY NOW

See

REMEMBER, ANY SUIT

seventeen yeara.

EXCEPTING BLACKS AND BLUES

TUESDAY, ,'ULY 31, 1908.
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ship-shap-

Partly cloud tonight and Wednesday, with local thunderstorms.

EVENING CITIZEN.
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215 West Railroad Avenue
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
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